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D.A.R.E.
The D.A.R.E. (Drug Abuse Resistance Education) program was started
in Los Angeles, California in 1983. D.A.R.E. is a 17 week course geared for
fifth and sixth graders, and is currently being taught at the Holderness Cen-
tral School.
The D.A.R.E. curriculum focuses on peer resistance training, self con-
cept improvement, value judgements about respect for the law and personal
safety, and ways to say no to alcohol and drug offers.
Since 1983 the D.A.R.E. program has proved to be so successful that it
has been expanded into hundreds of communities, 49 states and foreign
countries.
The benefits of a program such as this will stay with our children
throughout their lifetimes. Officer Gagne, who teaches the D.A.R.E. program,
is very confident that this program will prove to be very successful, and he
is honored to be teaching D.A.R.E. If you have any questions about the





Term i Expires Term Expires
Selectmen Fire Warden
Willis H. Holland 3/92 Richard Mardin *
Alden VanSickle 3/91 Darrell Smith, Dep. *
Susan Webster 3/93
Fire Wards
Tax Collector Earl F. Hansen 3/92
Ellen King 3/91 Gary A. Mack 3/91
Claudia Goodwin, Deputy * Barry Eastman 3/93
Town Clerk Planning Board
Claudia Goodwin 3/91 Earl Hansen, Chmn. 4/91
Ellen King, Deputy * Emile Plasse 4/91
Town Treasurer







Trustees of Trust Funds Sallie Fellows 3/92
Samuel Laverack 3/92 Victor Currier 1/91












Bruce Leonard EX-i Sewer District Manager
Richard Fabian Jr. 3/92 Ellen King
Alden VanSickle EX-OFF Sandra Heath, Admin.
Supervisors of Checklist Town Hall Committee
Donald Goodridge, Chmn. 3/92 Jeff Cripps *
Anthony Raymond 3/96 Steven Szabadics *
Margaret Winton 3/94 Patricia Ford EX-OFF
Moderator Librarian
Ross V. Deachman 3/92 Mary Delashmit *
Health Officer
Jane Blaine, Asst. *
Russell Moren 10/93 Library Trustees
Overseer of Welfare
Laura Heath 3/91
Evangeline Dana, Chmn. 3/92
Lynn Decker, Treas. 3/93
Watson Rand 3/91
Emergency Management Services Crecia Closson 3/91
Earl Hansen * Richard Lovett 3/92
Guy Ford, Asst. *
Fire Chief
Richard Mardin *
Lakes Region Planning Commission
Sallie Fellows *
Martin J. Riehs, Jr. *
Term Expires
Conservation Commission
M. Tink Taylor 3/91
Sydney Howe 12/91
Kevin Frank 1/91
Peter Hendel, Alt. 4/92
Nancy Rhum, Alt. 4/91
James Hall 5/91
Richard Fabian, Alt. 7/91
Richard Lovett 8/92
Jack A. Saunders 8/92
Jane Kellogg, Alt. 8/92
Scott Pulsifer, Alt. 9/92
Larry T. Spencer 11/93
Zoning Officer
Lewis Ebbs 4/92
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Bruce Levoy, Chmn. 4/91
Kenneth Hawkins, V-Chmn. 3/93
Linda Baker, Sec. 3/93
Mary Morrill 4/92
Robert Sachs 4/91
Olive Staples, Alt. 4/91
Margaret Winton, Alt. 4/91
Steven Szabadics, Alt. 4/91
Thomas E. Thomsen 4/91
William F. Dembiec, Alt. 1/92
Department of Public Works
Lyle Thompson, Dir. *
Superintendent of Cemeteries














Joyce M. Smith, Co-Chmn. 10/91
Margaret Winton, Co-Chmn. 10/91
Anthony Raymond 2/92
Deborah Holland 2/92
Martin J. Riehs, Jr. 2/92




Norman S. Weden, Chief













"...until another person shall be chosen and qualified..."
Holderness Town Warrant 1991
The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of Holderness in the County of Grafton
and State of New Hampshire qualified to vote in Town affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town House on Tuesday the twelfth
of March next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at which time the polls shall
be opened and shall not close earlier than seven o'clock in the afternoon to
act upon the following subjects, the third and subsequent articles to be acted
upon commencing at seven o'clock in the evening of the following day, the
thirteenth day of March, in the auditorium of the HOLDERNESS CENTRAL
SCHOOL.
ARTICLE 1: To choose all Town Officers by official ballot.
ARTICLE 2: To see if the Town will vote by official ballot on the amend-
ments to the existing Zoning Ordinance as proposed.
ARTICLE 3: To accept the report of all Town Officers and Committees.
ARTICLE 4 : To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
enter into a long-term lease/purchase agreement with Lehigh Municipal Leas-
ing, Inc. for the purpose of leasing a compactor for the transfer station. The
cost of the lease is included in the Solid Waste Disposal Operating Budget.
(% ballot vote required)
ARTICLE 5: To see whether the Town will vote to deposit 50% of the
revenues collected pursuant to RSA 79-A (the Land Use Change Tax) in the
Conservation Fund in accordance with RSA 36-A:5 III as authorized by RSA
79-A.-25II. By petition.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will adopt the provisions of RSA 72:28,
V and VI for an optional Veterans Exemption and an expanded qualifying
war service for veterans seeking the exemption. The optional veterans' ex-
emption is $100.00 rather than $50.00 By petition.
ARTICLE 7 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of three hundred dollars ($300.00) to meet the requirements of RSA 442-
A
in reference to the impounding of dogs.
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ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of two thousand dollars ($2000.00) for the support of hospitals, (SSMH
$2000.00).
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of one thousand five hundred seventy-one dollars ($1,571.00) to assist in
maintaining the services of the Grafton County Senior Citizens' Council.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of five hundred dollars ($500.00) to assist in maintaining the services
of the Task Force Against Domestic and Sexual Violence.
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of six hundred fifty dollars ($650.00) to assist in maintaining the services
of the Community Action Program.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum
of seventy-five thousand dollars to be placed in Capital Reserve and invested
until needed for purchasing the following:





ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of two hundred seventy-two ($272.00) to assist in maintaining the ser-
vices of the Lakes Region Day Care Center.
ARTICLE 14 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of three hundred dollars ($300.00) to assist in maintaining the services
for the transportation of the developmentally disabled by the Lakes Region
Community Services Council.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of fifteen thousand five hundred dollars for the purchase of a police
cruiser and authorize the withdrawal of ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) and
interest from the Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of nine thousand one hundred dollars ($9100.00) for the purchase of fire
equipment.
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ARTICLE 17 : To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
act as agents for the following Capital Reserve Funds: Fire Truck, Police
Cruiser, Highway Truck, and Town Facilities and Improvements.
ARTICLE 18: To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate and if the Town will make any alteration in the amount of money
required for the support of the Town as recommended by the Budget Com-
mittee in its report.
ARTICLE 19: To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
borrow in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 20: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to ad-
minister, lease, sell, convey, or otherwise dispose of any real estate acquired
by the Town by any Tax Collector's Deed in accordance with the provisions
of RSA 80:42.
ARTICLE 21 : To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply
for, accept, and/or expend, without further action by the town meeting,
money, land and/or interests in land from the state, federal or other govern-
ment unit or a private source which becomes available during the fiscal year
in accordance with procedures set forth in RSA 31:95-b.
ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will vote to support the Selectmen's deci-
sion to make recycling mandatory.
ARTICLE 23 : To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Select-
men to accept on behalf of the Town gifts, legacies and devises made to the
Town in trust for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31 : 19.
ARTICLE 24: To transact any other business that may legally come
before the meeting.
Given under our hands this 25th day of February in the year of our Lord




Holderness Board of Selectmen
WE, the undersigned, Selectmen of the Town of Holderness, New Hamp-
shire, do hereby certify that on the 25th day of February, 1991 we posted an
attested copy of the foregoing warrant at the Holderness Town House, the
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Holderness Central School, the place of the meeting, and like copy of said
warrant at the Holderness Post Office, a public place in said Town of
Holderness.




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
GRAFTON, SS
Before me, the undersigned officer, personally appeared Susan Webster,
Willis Holland, and Alden VanSickle whose names are subscribed to the
foregoing Return of Posting, and made oath that the facts alleged therein are
true.
Claudia Goodwin





Actual Actual Selectmen's Committee
Appropriations Expenditures Budget Recommended
PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATION 1990 1990 1991 1991
(RSA31:4) (1990-91) (1990-91) (1991-92) (1991-92)
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Town Officers' Salary $ 32,515 $ 32,010 $ 36,090 $ 36,090
Town Officers' Expenses 91,621 93,449 99,764 99,764
Election and Registration Exp. 1,810 2,085 1,837 1,837
Cemeteries 3,000 2,266 2,620 2,620
General Government Buildings 9,341 6,849 9,210 9,210
Reappraisal of Property 75,000 75,000 8,000 8,000
Planning and Zoning 15,740 6,655 26,738 26,738
Legal Expenses 15,000 17,782 8,000 8,000
Town Records Restoration 564 1,348 1,348
PUBLIC SAFETY
Police Department 179,009 171,639 190,581 190,581
Fire Department 63,176 62,726 61,468 61,468
Civil Defense 900 355 800 800
Public Service 830 830 1,722 1,722
125,298 124,778 132,750 132,750
46,008 49,241 51,533 51,533




General Highway Dept. Exp.
Street Lighting
SANITATION









8,514 8,862 14,024 14,024
12,600 10,567 18,017 18,017
300 300 300 300
40 30 40 40
7,500 18,912 20,000 20,000
1,497 1,497 1,571 1,571
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Budget
Actual Actual Selectmen's Committee
Appropriations Expenditures Budget Recommended
PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATION 1990 1990 1991 1991
(RSA31:4) (1990-91) (1990-91) (1991-92) (1991-92)
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Library 19,792 19,746 21,999 21,999
Parks and Recreation 4,875 4,016 4,875 4,875
Patriotic Purposes 1,100 657 700 700
Conservation Commission 325 330 325 325
DEBT SERVICE
Interest Expense -
Tax Anticipation Notes 135,320 159,730 172,480 172,480
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Road Work 70,000 244 30,000 30,000
New Town Equipment 17,900 17,728 14,600 14,600
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
Payments to
Capital Reserve Funds 62,500 32,500 75,000 75,000
MISCELLANEOUS
Municipal Sewer Department





















$1,191,213 $1,106,496 $1,192,391 $1,192,391
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Estimated Actual Selectmen's Estimated
Revenues Revenues Budget Revenues
1990 1990 1991 1991
SOURCES OF REVENUE (1990-91) (1990-91) (1991-92) (1991-92)
TAXES
Yield Taxes $ 11,500 $ 4,128 $ 5,000 $ 5,000
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 25,000 47,305 40,000 40,000
Land Use Change Tax 5,000 24,946 5,000 5,000
INTERGOVERNMENTAL
REVENUES-STATE
Shared Revenue-Block Grant 50,000 52,784 49,000 49,000
Highway Block Grant 36,223 39,007 37,000 37,000
Gas Tax 100 100 100
INTERGOVERNMENTAL
REVENUES-FEDERAL
Boat Permits 7,200 8,062 8,000 8,000
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 170,000 157,344 150,000 150,000
Dog Licenses 750 888 800 800
Business Licenses, Permits, Filing
Fees, Building Permits 5,100 3,329 3,600 3,600
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income From Departments
Rent of Town Property
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interest on Deposits




and Long-Term Notes 60,000
Income from Water and
Sewer Departments 18,300 19,848 15,200 15,200
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve 56,700 137,770 10,000 10,000
Special Detail Police Department 1,000 1,000
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $325,773 $465,545 $380,300 $380,300
Total Appropriations $1,192,391
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes 380,300
Amount of Taxes to be Raised






















Town of Holderness, N.H.
Town Meeting - March 13, 14, 1990
Minutes
At the annual town meeting of the Town of Holderness held on March 13
and March 14, 1990, the following business was transacted.
At 10:00 AM on Tuesday, March 13, 1990, at the Holderness Town Hall,
the Moderator, Ross V. Deachman convened the meeting and started the
reading of the Warrant. After reading Articles 1 and 2, the Moderator declared
the polls open. Shortly after 7:00 PM the polls were closed, ballots counted,
results announced and winners declared by the Moderator.
At 7:00 PM on Wednesday, March 14, 1990 at Holderness Central School
the meeting resumed. Moderator Ross V. Deachman opened the meeting by
having the Swift Water Girl Scout Troop #687 lead the meeting in a Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag. A moment of silence was also requested for those
residents who passed away during the year of 1989. The Moderator made a
motion to read the Articles of the Warrant one at a time and that motion was
seconded by Mr. Tink Taylor and voted by voice in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 3: relative to accepting the report of all town officers and com-
mittees. Mr. Earl Hansen moved, Mr. Tink Taylor seconded. Motion was car-
ried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 4: relative to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of one hundred twenty five thousand dollars ($125,000) for the pur-
pose of purchasing the land and building (Roger Gage Property) adjacent
to the fire station (tax map 5a lot 89a) to be used by the fire department and
authorize the board of selectmen to issue notes not to exceed sixty-five thou-
sand dollars ($65,000) and the balance to be raised by taxes. After this Arti-
cle was read by the Moderator, Selectman Willis Holland moved to have this
Article changed to read: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) to establish a capital reserve fund
for the purchase of land for municipal purposes and to authorize the select-
men to act as agents. Mr. Holland went on to explain that the original Article
had to be declined because Mr. Roger Gage has decided to take the property
off the market and reside there as of the 1st of April. The new Article was
moved by Mr. Willis Holland and seconded by Sandra Heath. A voice vote
was taken and this Article was passed.
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ARTICLE 5: relative to see if the Town will vote to change the grange
representative on the Town Hall Committee from Master of the Grange to
the Master of the Grange or his/her designee. Mr. Tink Taylor moved, and
Olive Staples seconded. The motion was carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 6: relative to see if the Town will vote to authorize the plann-
ing board to review and approve or disapprove site plans for the development,
change or expansion of use of tracts for non-residential uses for multi-family
dwelling unit development, as per RSA 674:43-44. This article was moved by
Mrs. Olive Staples and seconded by Mrs. Peg Winton. Motion was passed by
voice vote.
ARTICLE 7: relative to see if the Town will vote to designate and pro-
claim April 22, 1990 as Earth Day 1990, and to set aside that day for public
activities promoting preservation of the global environment and launching
the "Decade of the Environment." (by petition) Mr. Earl Hansen moved,
seconded by Mrs. Olive Staples. The vote was taken and was voted in the af-
firmative unanimously.
ARTICLE 8: relative to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of three hundred dollars ($300.00) to meet the requirements of RSA
442-A in reference to the impounding of dogs. Mr. Earl Hansen moved, second-
ed by Mr. VanSickle. The vote was carried by voice.
ARTICLE 9: relative to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of twenty six hundred dollars ($2600.00) for the support of hospitals
(LRGH $600.00, SSMH $1000.00, Concord Hospital $500.00, Dartmouth MHMH
$500.00). Mrs. Fran Ayer moved, seconded by Mr. VanSickle. The Article
passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 10: relative to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of one thousand four hundred ninety-seven dollars ($1497.00) to assist
in maintaining the services of the Grafton County Senior Citizens Council.
Moved by Mr. Hansen, seconded by Mrs. Toni Sweedler. The Article passed
unanimously by voice vote.
ARTICLE 11 : relative to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of two hundred dollars ($200.00) to assist in maintaining the service
of the Plymouth Area Task Force Against Domestic Violence. Moved by Mrs.
Olive Staples, seconded by Mr. VanSickle. Martha Richards rose to amend
the Article, wanting the amount of money raised to be $500.00 due to the in-
creasing amounts of domestic violence in the area. This motion was second-
ed by Olive Staples. A question was raised by Mrs. Winton as to why the same
amount set aside last year was never used? The selectmen indicated that no
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request was received. A vote was taken on the amended Article and was not
clear on the voice. The Moderator asked for a standing vote. This was done
and the results were 57 yes, and 81 no. The amended Article failed by stan-
ding vote. The main Article was then read again, and voted on. The motion
was carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 12 : relative to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of six hundred thirty dollars ($630.00) to assist in maintaining the
services of the Community Action Program. Mr. VanSickle moved, second-
ed by Mrs. Olive Staples. Motion was passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 13 : relative to see if the Town will vote to discontinue the capital
reserve fund established for the beach septic system and Pemi Regional Police
Dispatch Center. Said funds with accumulated interest to date of withdrawal
to be transferred to the Town's general fund. Mr. Tink Taylor moved, second-
ed by Mrs. Holland. The motion passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 14 : relative to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate






Mrs. Staples moved, seconded by Mr. VanSickle. Motion was carried by voice
vote.
ARTICLE 15 : relative to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of seventy-four thousand dollars ($74,000) for revaluation of the town
and authorize the withdrawal of thirty-three thousand ($33,000.00) from the
capital reserve fund created for that purpose. Mrs. Olive Staples moved,
seconded by Mrs. Peg Winton. The motion passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 16: relative to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000.00) for a police cruiser and
authorize the withdrawal of eight thousand seven hundred dollars ($8,700.00)
from the capital reserve fund created for that purpose. Mrs. Olive Staples
moved, seconded by Mr. Earl Hansen. Selectman Holland asked that the Ar-
ticle be amended to say ($15,500.00) fifteen thousand five hundred dollars.
This amended Article was seconded by Mr. Tink Taylor. After some discus-
sion the amended Article passed by voice vote.
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ARTICLE 17 : relative to see if the Town will vote to authorize the select-
men to act as agents for the following capital reserve funds: Revaluation,
Fire Truck, Police Cruiser and Highway Truck. Mr. Tink Taylor moved,
seconded by Mrs. Peg Winton. The motion passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 18: relative to see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate and if the Town will make any alteration in the amount
of money required for the support of the Town as recommended by the budget
committee in its report. The amount of money being $1,191,282.00, less those
sums previously voted on in other Articles. Mr. Samuel Laverack moved,
seconded by Mrs. Olive Staples. The motion passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 19: relative to see if the Town will vote to authorize the select-
men to borrow in anticipation of taxes. Mr. VanSickle moved, seconded by
Mr. Tink Taylor. The motion carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 20: relative to see if the Town will authorize the selectmen to
administer, lease, sell, convey or otherwise dispose of any real estate acquired
by the Town by any Tax Collectors Deed in accordance with the provisions
of RSA 80:42. Mrs. Olive Staples moved, seconded by Mr. Earl Hansen. The
motion was passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 21 : relative to see if the Town will authorize the selectmen to
apply for, accept and/or expend, without further action by the town meeting,
money, land and/or interests in land from the state, federal or other govern-
ment unit or a private source which becomes available during the fiscal year
in accordance with procedures set forth in RSA 31:95B. Mrs. Fran Ayer
moved, seconded by Mr. Earl Hansen. The motion carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 22: relative to see if the Town will vote to adopt semi-annual
tax billings as per RSA 76: 15A. To be effective in the calendar year 1991. Mrs.
Olive Staples moved, seconded by Mrs. Deborah Holland. After some discus-
sion the motion carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 23: relative to see any other business that may legally come
before the meeting. Mr. Montour moved, seconded by Mr. Earl Hansen. The





1990 Summary of Inventory Valuation
Land
Assessed value of Current Use land




















Total exemptions $ 8,266,222
















Report of the Tax Collector
Margaret Parker - Tax Collector





Beginning of Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes $ $540,863.80



























Less: Excess Credits 117.00
8.96 $580,295.04
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALE/TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Margaret Parker - Tax Collector




Unredeemed Taxes $100,935.53 $ 94,801.09
Interest Collected After Sale/Lien 1,498.88 1,657.83
$102,434.41 $ 96,458.92
-CR.-
Redemptions $ 10,938.12 $ 6,206.43
Interest and Costs 1,498.88 1,657.83
Unredeemed Taxes 89,997.41 88,594.66
$102,434.41 $ 96,458.92
TAX COLLECTOR REPORT - DECEMBER 31, 1990
-DR.-
1990 1989




Land Use Change Taxes




























Property Taxes $2,756,461.68 $ 374,933.79
Sewer
Yield Taxes
























SUMMARY OF TAX SALE/TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS - DECEMBER 31, 1990
-DR.-
1989 1988 Prior
Unredeemed Taxes March 13, 1990 $ $ 89,997.41 $ 88,594.66
Taxes Sale of 281,371.92
Interest Collected After Sale 4,015.94 6,490.85 6,326.16
Overpayments 5,537.70
$290,925.56 $ 96,488.26 $ 94,920.82
-CR.-
Remittances to Treasurer:
Redemptions $ 72,127.98 $ 22,628.35 $ 17,061.65
Interest and costs after sale 4,015.94 6,490.85 6,326.16
Abatements 5,275.78 13,561.92
Deeded to Town 382.77 369.77 328.95
Overpayments 5,537.70
Unredeemed Taxes Dec. 31, 1990 203,585.39 53,437.37 71,204.06




Cash on Hand 1 January 1990 $ 720,274.51
Receipts During Year 1,981,678.49
Tax Anticipation Notes 4,000,000.00
Less Expenses During Year 6,630,195.84
Balance 31 December 1990 71,757.16
Tax Anticipation Note 31 December 1990 500,000.00
Operating Balance 1 January 1991 $ 571,757.16
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Report of the Town Clerk
Remitted to Treasurer, 1990
Motor Vehicle $156,003.00
Dog Licenses 885.00









Town of Holderness, New Hampshire
We have audited the financial statements of the Town of Holderness, New
Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1990, and have issued our report
thereon dated February 13, 1991.
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the
Town of Holderness, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1990,
we considered its internal control structure in order to determine our auditing
procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial
statements and not to provide assurance on the internal control structure.
The management of the Town of Holderness, New Hampshire is respon-
sible for establishing and maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfill-
ing this responsibility, estimates and judgments by management are required
to assess the expected benefits and related costs of internal control structure
policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure are
to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that
assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and
that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authoriza-
tion and recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial statements
in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Because of in-
herent limitations in any internal control structure, errors or irregularities
may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evalua-
tion of the structure to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures
may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the effec-
tiveness of the design and operation of policies and procedures may
deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal




Expenditures for goods and services and accounts payable
Payroll and related liabilities
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For all of the control categories listed above, we obtained an understand-
ing of the design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have
been placed in operation, and we assessed control risk.
A material weakness is a condition in which the design or operation of
the specific internal control structure elements does not reduce to a relative-
ly low level the risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would be
material to the financial statement may occur and not be detected within a
timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assign-
ed functions.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily
disclose all conditions that are considered to be material weaknesses as de-
fined above. However, our study and evaluation disclosed no condition that
we believed constitutes a material weakness.
This report is intended for the information of Management, and the Board
of Selectmen. This restriction is not intended to limit the distribution of this
report, which is a matter of public record.
Vachon, Clukay & Co., PC
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1990 Report of the Selectmen
If any word comes to mind this year that embodies the spirit of the in-
dividuals who make up the members of the departments and the officials of
the town it is cooperation. With the big "R" word becoming a reality, the
cooperation has been admirable between the departments, some cutting pro-
jects to help other departments, like welfare, who have had to expand to meet
the demand. We have been working with our SAU and school boards to develop
a cash flow plan. Although borrowing in anticipation of taxes is not a new
process it is now becoming a very costly process. We must all work together
to regulate our spending. In 1991 the bi-annual tax billing will begin. This was
implemented to help with the cash flow problem and reduce the interest on
borrowing.
Many changes were made in 1990 and many new people are welcomed.
Paul Rheinhardt resigned, as relocating his family did not allow him to fulfill
his duties as selectman. We thank him for his business perspectives and time
given to the town. We welcome Alden ''Skip" Van Sickle as his replacement.
Skip will provide a needed asset to the board with his ties to the fire depart-
ment, lake, and community. He is the selectmen's representative to the budget
committee. Other new members to the budget committee are Paul Montour
and David Farley, replacing Sam Laverack and J.O. White. Both long-time
members, we will miss their experience and knowledge.
Susan Webster and the 4-member Solid Waste Committee working with
the selectmen reviewed the contracts for our solid waste disposal. A new con-
tract with American Waste was signed. This program not only lowers the
amount we pay for removal of the solid waste, but provides incentive for an
expanded recycling program that will be starting this year. The selectmen
wish to thank Jim Kenney, Central Disposal, for his years working with the
town and his help in initiating us to recycling.
Willis Holland represented the board on the OSP Squam Lakes Water-
shed Study Committee which was a pilot program for an in depth look at all
major water bodies in the state. A final draft has been written and presented
to the Governor's Council.
We wish to. thank the Administrator, Municipal Secretary, Town Clerk
and Tax Collector for the hours spent handling the recent revaluation. We
are spending many hours reviewing abatement requests. We realize this will
be the basis for the future assessments and we want it to be as accurate as
possible to make it equitable to all property owners.
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The selectmen worked with many different committees on a multitude
of projects
:
• The selectmen took a position against a proposed lake access point on
the channel.
• They worked with the Science Center and the SLA to use a portion of
the Center's field for a municipal parking lot.
• Initiated an upcoming meeting with 5 lake communities to propose a
lake access site.
• Worked with the Highway Safety Committee to change the intersection
of Rte. 113 and Rte. 3.
• Adopted the Standard Operating Procedure for the Police Dept. as
developed by our Police Chief.
• Due to budgetary restraints we could not do the work on Coxboro Rd.
• Accepted the gracious donation of $40k of computers from Mr. Edward
Rogers, American International Group Ins.
Communication is a key factor to making the town function. We feel that
we have tried to keep the door open for discussion on any matter that helps
our understanding of a given situation. The more information - the more ac-
curate solution to the problem. We encourage you to help us by getting in-




Alden "Skip" Van Sickle
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White Oak Solid Waste Committee
1990 Report
The White Oak Solid Waste Disposal District was formed this year mak-
ing the town its own district, able to control the budget and funding of the
Solid Waste Program. The state told the town that they must be a member
of a district and a 20 year solid waste disposal plan must be given to the state.
A committee was formed and thanks go to Jack Saunders, Kevin Frank,
Georgene Fabian, and Tony Raymond for the many hours they spent research-
ing the waste stream in the Town of Holderness. Also, the committee
presented a number of bids from different haulers to the selectmen and did
a very comprehensive job in their reports.
American Waste clearly had the low bid with the added benefit of a recycl-
ing program that could lower costs if everyone does his or her part in mak-
ing it work. This program will be implemented this spring and summer,
details will follow.
Doug has done a good job at the transfer station and thanks to Lyle for
keeping everything running smoothly when an unexpected crisis happens.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan Webster, Chairman
Town Hall Committee 1990 Report
The Town Hall Committee opted to put aside the projects it was going
to do this year as funds were badly needed elsewhere.
The septic system was pumped, Watt Rand kindly donated two sill cocks
to replace the old ones, and a new kitchen is being built by Mike O'Donnell,
thanks to the Grange who will be supporting that project. The remainder of
the funds helped welfare.
The budgeted project for 1991 is to repair/replace the gas and diesel








As may be seen, the project to improve the intersection of Routes 3 and
113 is now completed. Since March of 1988 your committee has been meeting
on various traffic related items in Holderness, and this intersection was deem-
ed to be the priority item. Many long hours of discussion at Selectmen's
meetings, consulting with the State Highway Department and finally with
a well attended public hearing has led to the finished project.
It should be noted that this was done without the expenditure of town funds
or equipment. The purchase of curbing and asphalt was made possible by
private donations, and all labor and equipment donated by citizens of our town.
To enable state participation we worked under a program whereby we fur-
nished manpower and material and the state did the design work and assisted
with the installation of curbing, signs and paving. We are more gratified with
the tremendous support given by the people of Holderness who donated their
dollars to buy "six inches of curbing". When additional funds were needed
to finish the paving, the members of Mount Livermore Grange came forward
with a most generous contribution. Without this financial support, we could
not have undertaken this project. While it is not possible to list each individual
contributor, we want to recognize the following: first, Allen Howe who acted
as general foreman for all phases of the work, and used his expertise as a
former supervisor with the State Highway Department to keep everything
on track and running smoothly.
On Thursday, September 20, 1990 the flagpole and World War I Memorial
Stone were excavated by Mike O'Donnell with his back-hoe and all hand work
was done by Barry Eastman. They also prepared the new site on the library
lawn. Saturday, September 22nd the stone and pole were moved with the able
operation of a large crane by Robert Melanson. The crane was donated by
the TBC Corp. These two items were very heavy, and required a most careful
touch for this critical move. Squam Care Maintenance, Barry and Randy
Eastman, again did all of the hand digging and leveling. When more machine
digging was necessary, Halston Lenentine brought his back-hoe and finished
the heavy excavation. Much hand shoveling and grading was done by Allen
and Eva Howe, Darrell and Joyce Smith, Police Chief N. Scott Weden,
Moderator Ross Deachman and many other citizens who joined us in a heavy
rain to make sure that the library lawn was returned to the proper grade and
appearance. On Sunday, Allen and Eva Howe again worked to finish the
grading and were helped by Linda Zimmer, and Gary and Jonathan Cripps.
When we needed to have the granite curbing picked up, Willis Holland fur-
nished the truck and trailer for on site delivery. Charles Howe of Route 113
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allowed all solid fill to be discarded in his pit and donated any gravel needed.
Ralph Lyford and Tony Zimmer of the State crew in Ashland took vacation
time and worked on the project. Many others stopped by to grab a rake or
shovel or just offer encouragement. We did not take a roll call, but you all
know who you are and you have our sincere thanks.
Route 113 and 3 Project
Town Tax Dollars Spent = $0
Donations for Curbing $ 657.50







This is another fine example of the people of Holderness banking together
to improve our town without adding to the taxes. You should be as proud of
your contribution as the committee is of your efforts.
Projects under consideration for 1991 include a study of the speed limit
on Route 3 south from the Manor beach road to White Oak Pond and the in-
tersection of Routes 175 and 175A at the Holderness School.
Joyce M. Smith
C. Allen Howe and
Highway Safety Committee
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Report of the Grafton County
Senior Citizens Council, Inc.
Statistics for the Town of Holderness
October 1, 1989 to September 30, 1990
Number of Senior Holderness residents served: 40 (of 251 over 60; 1980 Census)
Number of Holderness Volunteers: 21; Number of Volunteer Hours: 1,406.
Unit of Units of Unit (1) Total Cost
Services Service Service x Cost = of Service
Congregate/Home
Delivered Meals 3,095 X $4.42 = $13,679.90
Transportation
(Senior Only) Trips 172 X $4.68 804.96
Adult Day Service Hours X $3.00 =
Social Services Half-Hour X $8.38 =
GCSCC cost to provide services for Holderness residents only '*' $14,484.86
Request for Senior Services for 1990 $ 1,497.00
Received from Town of Holderness for 1990 $ 1,497.00
Request for Senior Services for 1991 $ 1,571.00
In addition to the above services, the Grafton County Senior Citizens Coun-
cil, Inc. mails out a monthly newsletter to approximately 6 addresses.
NOTES:
1. Unit Cost from Audit Report for October 1, 1989 to September 30, 1990.
2. Services were funded by: Federal and State programs, 48% ; Municipalities,
Grants & Contracts, County and United Way, 15% ; Contributions, 13% ; In-




Activity for the Holderness Police Department this year shows an increase
of approximately 30%. Much of this is due to additional motor vehicle work,
with 1,274 vehicle stopped and given warnings as opposed to 527 last year,
757 summonses presented as opposed to 482 in 1989, and 25 drivers arrested
for DWI as opposed to 13 last year. The message, loud and clear, is DRIVE
CAREFULLY IN HOLDERNESS.
Personnel remained unchanged during the past year. With the increase
in activity, the addition of the fifth full-time officer requested in the propos-
ed 1991 budget becomes more and more a necessity. Current officers attend-
ed a variety of training sessions and special schools, covering such topics as
drugs, traffic enforcement and sexual assault.
The Holderness Police Department feels that the drug problem is still
on the rise. Activity in this area increased from one case in 1989 to 12 cases
in 1990. To address this problem, Officer Ty Gagne attended DARE school
in the fall and has conducted this Drug Abuse Resistance Education course
at Holderness Central School.
As Chief of Police, I would like to thank all the townspeople of Holderness
for their support. It again is my hope that we can all work together in a
cooperative, productive manner to insure that Holderness remains a safe and







Alarms 83 Missing Person 15
Animal 127 Motor Vehicle: Accidents 64
Assault 9 Checks/Warnings 1274
Assist Fire Dept. 50 Court Cases 757
Assist Law 227 DWI 25
Burglary 14 Suspicious 43
Burglary (attempted) 4 Theft from 3
Criminal Court Cases 13 All other 186
Criminal Mischief 32 Noise Complaints 29
Criminal Threat 3 Permits: Gun 57
Drugs 12 Liquor 6
Family/Neighborhood Disputes 46 Other 1
Fraud 7 Police Information 74
Gun Sales 15 Receiving Stolen Goods 1
Harassment 7 Sex Offense 2
Insurance Requests 53 Suicide (threat, attempt) 2
Juvenile 5 Suspicious Circumstances/Person 44
Littering and Junk 5 Theft (larceny) 62
Liquor Laws 59 Theft of Services 9
Lost/Found Property 21 Traffic Obstruction/Assist 14
Medical Emergency 43 Vacant House 47
Miscellaneous 205
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Report of the Overseer of Welfare
The town helped 31 families, with rent, food, and heating, some for several
months and some only once.
I met with the budget committee, selectmen, administrator, and depart-
ment heads as my appropriation was overspent. Some of the other depart-
ments were able to cut projects to insure the welfare department would have
the needed funding. Even with those precautions, I spent nearly triple my
appropriation. By placing liens on property, I collected $4,000. to return to
the town.
I wish to thank the Community Closet in Plymouth, the Laconia Elks Club,






Report of the Health Officer
For the year ending December 31, 1990, twenty-eight (28) Building Per-
mits For Subsurface Disposal Systems were issued for new septic systems
and repairs to existing systems. Four (4) were denied and required Z.B.A.
ruling before approval, (these were for failed systems and were rebuilt as
new systems). Five (5) site reviews were done. Five (5) complaints relating
to health matters concerning the welfare of the Town were answered. Also
this past year there were numerous inquiries regarding Radon.
Effective September 09, 1990 rules for Subdivision and Individual Sewage
Disposal Systems have changed. In most cases the rules are more stringent.
Many of these changes pertain to repairing or rebuilding a failed leach field.
One rule change prohibits the repair or replacement of any system less than
24 inches to seasonal high water table without an approved plan. Another
change requires that applications for failed systems be accompanied by a
statement from the town health officer confirming that the system has failed.






of the Holderness Fire Department
1990 was the busiest year ever in the fifty-eight year of the Holderness
Fire Department. Our 163 total runs were again dominated by 57 medical
emergencies ; vehicle accidents and false alarms were both up over 1989, but
there was only one structure fire. We hope the last figure reflects increased
attention to common fire dangers and early detection. Simply put, most fires
start out quite small ; several of our run categories represent responses to
dangerous situations before they have developed into full-blown structure
fires. For early detection, all occupied buildings should have smoke detec-
tors, not just those required to have them by law. The best detectors are the
"hot-wired" 110-volt type with batteries only for backup. These 110-volt ones
can be interconnected so that smoke detection in one part of a building makes
all the detectors sound an alarm at once. Battery smoke detectors are very
easy to install and have also saved many lives. Contact Chief Mardin if you
need additional information on smoke detectors.
The Town's new Mack fire truck was delivered in February; we are pleas-
ed both with the Mack chassis and with the fitting work done by American
Eagle Fire Apparatus. This 1000 gallon tanker-pumper is a replacement for
our 1960 International which went out of service in 1987.
The Holderness Fire Department EMS personnel are better trained than
ever before. Headed by Medical Captain Ellen Greene, the HFD has 6 EMTs,
2 First Responders, and one member with Advanced First Aid. All the EMS
personnel have CPR training; one member has specialized training in car-
diac defibrillation. For firefighting training, 12 members are now State-
Certified as Level I or better, and several other members will be certified
soon.
One quick reminder: all reports of fires and medical emergencies (but
not police calls) should be made to the Lakes Region Mutual Aid Dispatch
Center in Laconia — phone #1-524-1545 (or just 524-1545 if calling from a phone
with a Meredith [279] exchange).




























Report Of Town Forest Fire Warden
And State Forest Ranger
I herewith submit my report as Forest Warden for 1990.
Another dry and windy early spring signaled potential problems with
fires. On April 28 we responded with all area towns to another large fire on
Red Hill in Moultonboro. The fact that fires were started in several places
ruled out accidental cause and this fire was determined to be arson. Whoever
is responsible for this large fire has endangered the lives of those who have
to go in and extinguish it and has resulted in large expenditures of money
and equipment. We sincerely hope that this problem can be resolved before
people are injured and houses destroyed.
Shortly after the Red Hill fire, the weather changed, and frequent showers
and heavy rains curtailed the 1990 fire season.
The expenses for firefighting were;
Red Hill — April 28-29 - 16 men w/equipment - $1447.00
A Warden training session was attended by 7 men at a cost of $130.00.
The permit process was again heavily used with 371 issued as follows;
Warden - 167 Deputy Warden - 79 Town Clerk - 125
The cooperation of the citizens of Holderness in obtaining the required
permits for outdoor cooking and brush burning is again evident by the number
of permits issued and the lack of problems and complaints from this activity.
Expenses for forestry equipment were; $2,370.11






1990 Report of the
Holderness Planning Board
During 1990 the Planning Board processed 11 subdivision applications.
Of these applications, 9 were approved, 1 was withdrawn, and 1 was denied.
The approved subdivisions ranged from 2 to 5 lots.
Other actions taken by the board:
1. Held a public hearing regarding proposed changes to the Zoning Ordinance.
The proposed changes will be included on the 1991 Town Warrant to be voted
on by ballot. Remember, every item in the zoning ordinance is there by
majority vote.
2. A draft of the Site Plan Review Regulations has been completed. A public
hearing will be held prior to the formal adoption of the regulations.
3. We held many preliminary discussions with prospective subdivision ap-
plicants. These discussions help applicants understand the land use regula-
tions and aid the Board in expediting applications.
4. Formated the Transportation Improvements Program (TIP) into the Road
Surface Management System (RSMS). This is a computerized formated
system which makes all road data available on a real time basis. The
system consists of inventory information, repair techniques, condition
survey, analysis and reports. Town officials may now select sections of
roads to review the analysis and report of that particular area for future
action.
5. Preparations have begun for the updating and revision to the Town Master
Plan. The town wide survey of last year has been statistically analyzed.
The results will be used to help formulate a comprehensive updating of the
Master Plan. The Board has hired the Lakes Region Planning Commission
to assist in the updating. This summer we plan to have a training workshop
in hopes that we will be able to enlist volunteers to do much of the updating
work. With the use of volunteers we hope to save the town some money and
to have a plan that truly reflects the attitudes, feelings, and needs of the
town. Please leave your name with a member of the Board or at the town
office if you are interested in working on the Master Plan. The Plan will
have to be done in stages since much of the information needed comes from
the federal census and will not be available until late 1991.
6. In line with the Master Plan the Board has established a committee to work
on proposed changes to the zoning map. Any suggested changes should be
dropped off at the town office to be included in our considerations.
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If you would like to be considered for appointment to any town board or
committee please drop your name off at the town office.
I would like to express my thanks to the members of the Planning Board
that have worked hard during the year to try and maintain the Town of
Holderness the way the residents want it and also, to plan for the future. We
greatly appreciate those residents who take the time to come to the meetings





Annual Report of Holderness
Zoning Board of Adjustment - 1990
The Zoning Board of Adjustment responded to 45 variance requests: 19
variances were denied, 25 variances were approved, one variance request
was withdrawn.
The Board received 4 Special Exception requests : 2 were granted, 2 were
tabled.
There were 8 Motions for Rehearings: 5 were denied, 3 were granted.
There were 4 Appeals of Administrative Decisions filed: 2 were granted,
1 was denied, 1 was tabled.
There was one variance revoked for failure to comply with conditions im-
posed by the Board.
The Board, during the year, updated and revised its application forms
and instruction to applicants as well as the fees it charges for applicants to
reflect the cost of handling these cases.
Respectfully submitted,
Bruce W. LeVoy, Chairman




Building activity was down this year compared to last. More work was
done on altering and rebuilding than building new residences.
Zoning Activity for 1990
1 Well
7 Residences


























I wish to thank the contractors, municipal secretary, and selectmen for
their help during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,




The major project for the commission this year has been the submission
by the Land-Trust Task Force to the Trust for N.H. Lands program a pro-
posal to obtain matching funds enabling the commission to purchase two
pieces of property in Holderness, one adjacent to the town forest and the other
a piece on the Pemigewasset River. At the present time no firm decision has
been reached on our proposal, but we believe there is a strong likelihood of
reaching our goals on this matter. The commission sees at least two
possibilities arising from these purchases, one being expansion of usage of
the properties near the central school by our youth and by others in the com-
munity, and the other being access to the Pemi River by residents of
Holderness. The commission looks forward to cooperating with other groups
in the area in the development of the Heritage Trail, a state wide project for
a trail along the Merrimack, Pemi and Connecticut River corridors from the
Massachusetts border to the Canadian border. Purchase of the river site would
facilitate this process in Holderness.
Looking towards the future, the commission hopes to have a warrant ar-
ticle for this town meeting that would set aside a portion of the penalty tax
associated with changes in current use to a conservation fund. This fund would
enable the commission to further advance conservation issues in our
community.
The commission has had its share of meetings to deal with its regular
agenda items, docks, wetlands permits, etc. We have held a joint meeting
with the Plymouth Conservation Commission to discuss matters of common
interest, particularly the Heritage Trail and matters pertaining to Livermore
Falls. We are planning future meetings with that group and possibly other
conservation commissions in the area. The commission this fall assigned
various members to different tasks. Ms. Jane Kellogg will be working with
the central school, Mr. Sydney Howe will continue to work on issues that the
Land-Trust Task Force was considering, Mr. James Hall will spearhead field
inspections, Mr. Kevin Frank will work on matters related to recycling and
Mr. Larry Spencer will be chairperson and represent the commission in mat-
ters beyond town boundaries. The other members of the commission will assist
those listed above in the various projects.
The commission meets every third Thursday at 7 p.m. in the town hall
conference room. Special meetings and field inspections are held in between
regular meetings. All proceedings of the commission are open to the public
and we welcome all comments, citizen input and offers of assistance.
Kevin Frank Tink Taylor Jane Kellogg
Sydney Howe Dick Lovett Larry Spencer, Chair




Once again it is time to write the annual town beach report. Reflecting
back, I miss those warm lazy days relaxing on our beautiful beach, and
anxiously await the coming summer.
All went well last summer. The annual beach clean up was held early
June, with the help of some local people and the Holderness Boy Scouts.
The use of the beach stickers has proved to be successful and will be issued
to residents and/or taxpayers again this year. Our beach attendant, Linda
Bellgowan, did a fine job checking for stickers and keeping our beach look-
ing beautiful. Thanks Linda!
Added to the beach this year were two new picnic tables generously
donated by Ashland Lumber Co. Also, two garbage receptacles made by a
resident of Holderness, who wishes to remain anonymous, donated his time
to put them together. Thanks D.D.
Looking ahead to this summer, I can see a few minor repairs to be done
on the stairs to the changing room and possibly one more port-o-potty added
during the busiest weeks. All-in-all things are looking great. See you at the
beach!






As the year 1990 ended, the Holderness Free Library marked another year
of service to the community and its visitors. Librarian Mary Delashmit, Assis-
tant Librarian Jane Blaine, and volunteers were always ready to find just
the right book, magazine, or video each of us needed for entertainment or
for education. The Library collection continued to expand, and materials not
available in Holderness were ordered through the inter-library loan system.
The new shelves that were in the planning stage this time last year have
been completed.
1990 was the first year the library experimented with opening for even-
ing hours. The library was open Friday from 2-8 PM during the summer. That
extended service will be repeated in 1991 from May 24th through October 14th.
We will also remember 1990 as Evangeline Dana's last year as a Library
Trustee. We have accepted her resignation, after more than 15 years of ser-
vice, with regret. We wish to acknowledge her for her many gifts and devoted








Report of the Librarian
December 31, , 1990
STATISTICS: ADULT CHILD TOTALS Days Open
Circulation 6,222 3,974 10,196 169
Patronage 3,361 1,534 4,895
Registered borrowers,
as of Dec. 31, 1990: 421 resident families; 400 non-resident families
HOLDINGS: ADULT CHILD TOTALS
Books 6,991 3,291 10,282
Audio/Video 50 52 102
Records 173 3 176
Games, etc. 70 25 95
Magazines 26 4 30
Newspapers 7 7
TOTAL: 10,692
Note: books added this year, 564; withdrawn, 153.
LIBRARY HOURS:
Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Summer only: same as above plus Fridays 2 to 8 p.m.
ACTIVITIES:
Our successful Summer Story Hours continued, ably led by Ann Levin,
with help from other volunteers. We continued our Summer Reading Program,
tied in with Reading Rainbow (PBS-TV) , and we have had active year-round
volunteer help, for which we thank all concerned, especially Marie Sleeper,
Mary Hilliker, and Susan Page, who put in many hours for us. The Friends
of the Library hosted a Christmas Crafts class this year, making ornaments
and Christmas wreaths. It was a great success, and we look forward to con-
tinuing it in future years.
Mary DeLashmit continues as Librarian, with Jane Blaine as Assistant
Librarian. Esther Horstmann and Ellen Corless run the Friends of the Library
group, and other volunteers are mentioned above. Many others also helped




1990 Report of the
Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency
The Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency, New Hampshire licensed and
Medicare certified, continues to serve Holderness and 9 other area towns as
a nonprofit organization. Its staff of 21 professional, paraprofessional and
clerical personnel provided 910 visits to the town as follows:
Skilled Nursing 234 Home Health Aide 273
Physical Therapy 86 Homemaker 317
In addition, the following services are provided for the community:
Speech Therapy Occupational Therapy
I.V. Therapy Free Blood Pressure Clinics
Companion Referral Diabetic Screening Clinics
''Helping Hands" Equipment Loan Closet
Newborn Visits Free Immunization Clinics
Respiration Therapy Car Seat Safety Program
Hospice Parent Support Group
Flu Clinic Parent Aide Program
Maternal/Infant Early Discharge
The Parent Support Group and Aide Programs are newly funded and
should be in full operation in 1991. The Hospice program, new last year, served
9 families in the area. The Plymouth Area Ad Hoc Committee on Youth at
Risk, supported by-this Agency, continues to meet quarterly, bringing together
service agencies concerned with youth at risk in our community.
The Board of Directors of the Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency is made
up of two members from each town in the community. New to the Board is
Joan Lovett, the Holderness alternate representative.
Home health care continues to play an expanding role in our community
life. The Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency is dedicated to serving the needs
of our residents, without regard for ability to pay. The total assessment for
support of this Agency has increased because of an increase in Holderness
population. The per capita assessment remains the same as last year - $4.04.
Your representative will gladly answer any questions you may have about





Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency
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Task Force Against Domestic
And Sexual Violence
The Task Force Against Domestic and Sexual Violence, formerly
Plymouth Area Crisis Services, is a non-profit volunteer organization, which
provides assistance to adult victims of domestic and sexual violence. The Task
Force, a member group of the New Hampshire Coalition Against Domestic
and Sexual Violence, serves 18 towns: Alexandria, Ashland, Bridgewater,
Bristol, Campton, Dorchester, Ellsworth, Groton, Hebron, Holderness, Lin-
coln, Plymouth, Rumney, Thornton, Waterville Valley, Warren, Wentworth,
and North Woodstock. It is the only organization of its kind in southeastern
Grafton County.
Since its inception in 1981, the organization has maintained a 24-hour crisis
line, staffed by 25 volunteers who provide legal advocacy, emergency shelter,
transportation, food, emotional support services and referrals to its clients.
Organization members also coordinate and conduct community outreach
programs.
Providing support services to the volunteers are three staff members:
Program Director (full-time position), Administrative Director (part-time)
and Administrative Assistant (part-time). All three are supervised by the
seven-member Executive Board of Directors.
In the past nine years, Task Force members have answered over 1,600
calls from all the towns it serves. Many of these calls have been referred to
us by the local police departments, the court, physicians, counselors and
therapists. District Court Judge Edwin Kelly is also an organization supporter.
Except for a moderate fee for those shelter residents who can afford it,
all services are free to all victims of sexual or domestic violence in the towns
the Task Force serves. Volunteers and staff adhere strictly to NH law (RSA
173-B:21), which requires that they maintain confidentiality with regard to
persons served by them and files kept by the organization. Also, as required
by law (RSA 173-C Privilege Bill), all information received by a volunteer
or staff member in the course of a relationship with a victim is confidential.






To the Citizens of Grafton County:
FY 1990 has been a year of change for Grafton County. The retirement
of longtime County Administrator Wililam Siegmund prompted the Commis-
sioners to reorganize the overall administrative structure of the County. Top
administrative positions now include the Executive Director, Nursing Home
Administrator, Superintendent of Corrections, Farm Manager, and
Superintendent of Maintenance. The reorganization has improved the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of County operations without increasing costs.
The Sheriff's Department has also undergone a transition under the
leadership of Sheriff Charles Barry. The Dispatch Center has been upgraded,
courthouse activity has been improved, and an expanded training program
has been offered to help county and municipal law enforcement meet State
requirements. The Department's work load has continued to grow, reflec-
ting the increase in Superior Court cases.
As a first set in addressing space problems at the Grafton County Court-
house, the County legislative Delegation appropriated $250,00 of surplus to
construct administrative offices between the courthouse and nursing home.
The Commissioners' Office moved into the new administrative building in
early January, freeing additional space for the County Attorney's Office and
the State Probation and Parole Office. Construction cost considerably less
than that projected for an addition to the courthouse.
Fiscally Grafton County continues to be very sound. Working together,
the Commissioners and Legislative Delegation limited budget increases to
4.4%, from $11.2 million in FY 1990 to $11.7 milion for FY 1991. We are especial-
ly pleased that the county tax actually decreased 5% from $6.3 million in FY
1990 to just $6.0 million in FY 1991. A budget surplus from the previous fiscal
year plus increases in nursing home revenues and Sheriff's Department fees
contributed to the tax decrease.
Nevertheless, property taxes continue to fund approximately half of the
County budget, with the rest coming from a combination of State and federal
monies and user fees. The Commissioners, through the New Hampshire
Association of Counties, continue to monitor State legislative proposals that
would increase county costs, thereby increasing local property taxes.
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During the 1990 legislative session we were effective in averting attempts to
increase the County share of Medicaid costs and eliminate the Medically
Needy Program, which would have forced counties to absorb nursing home
costs for medically needy residents or ask towns to provide general assistance.
During FY 1990 Grafton County also distributed a total of $78,836 in State
Incentive Funds to programs that prvent out-of-home placements of troubled
children and youth. Included were drug and alcohol abuse prevention pro-
grams, parenting skills workshops, parent aides, child care training and refer-
rals, services to pregnant teens, and court diversion for first-time youthful
offenders. The Commissioners also expanded the County-funded Youth and
Family Mediation Program to provide services countywide, adding the
Plymouth center to those in Lebanon and Littleton. These efforts help limit
county expenditures for court-ordered services to children and youth ($611,462
in FY 1990).
The Grafton County Board of Commissioners hold regular weekly
meetings on Thursday at 9:30 a.m. at the Grafton County Commissioners Of-
fice Building. Every fourth Thursday afternoon the Commissioners also meet
at the Nursing Home, House of Corrections and Farm, followed by a tour of
each facility. All meetings are open to the public, and we encourage public
and press attendance. Please feel free to contact the Commissioners: P.O.
Box 108, Woodsville, N.H. 03785. Telephone (603) 787-6941.
In closing, we wish to express our appreciation to all staff members,
elected officials, other agency personnel and the public for their efforts in
serving the citizens of Grafton County.
Respectfully submitted,
Grafton County Commissioners
Betty Jo Taffe, Chairman
(District 3)
Everett Grass, Vice Chairman
(District 2)
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DATE NAME OF DECEASED
February 16 Thomas E. Melanson
March 31 Eleanor P. Mills
April 22 Lorraine M. Perkins
April 23 Armande J. Logan
May 22 Amy B. Perry
June 7 Frank K. Avery
August 28 Augustus A. Frank
September 1 Margaret L. Martel
September 21 Shawn P. Chadderton
October 17 Dorothy Houghton
November 17 George White
December 4 Richard C. Reece






























Minutes of Holderness School
District Meeting
March 20, 1990
The annual meeting of the Holderness School District was called to order
at 7:02 P.M. by Moderator Tink Taylor. Holderness Brownie Troop #359
presented the colors and led us in the Pledge of Allegiance. The Moderator
read the rules of the meeting and introduced School Board members: Bruce
Leonard, Lynn Decker, Toni Sweedler and newly-elected member Peter
Francesco. Also introduced were Supervisors of the Checklist: Peg Winton,
Don Goodridge and Tony Raymond. A petition signed by seven residents was
read requesting a ballot vote on Article 5, the budget.
Ross Deachman moved and Mike Hayes seconded to waive reading the
warrant in its entirety. The vote was in the affirmative.
The following business was transacted:
ARTICLE l : To see what action the District will take relative to the
reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers.
Mike Hayes moved, Sue Francesco seconded. The vote to accept all
reports was in the. affirmative.
ARTICLE 2: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of twenty-two thousand dollars ($22,000) for the purpose of reducing the
fire hazard on the first floor (industrial arts and home economics areas) sub-
ject to the State Fire Marshall's ruling dated February 6, 1990.
Lynn Decker moved and Frances Taylor seconded.
Bruce Leonard explained the Fire Marshall's inspection and subsequent
recommendations to bring the area up to safety standards.
Mr. Hagerup moved and it was duly seconded to cut off debate. The
necessary two-thirds majority vote was declared. The vote on Article 2 was
taken and it passed in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of two thousand dollars ($2,000) for the purpose of continuing the rural
arts and artist-in-residence programs.
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Patti Biederman moved, Patsy Woodward seconded.
The Moderator recognized Mrs. Biederman to read a letter from Mar-
tha Richards supporting this article and considerable discussion followed sup-
porting alternative fund raising and additional methods of financial support
for the program.
An amendment was made by Peter Francesco and seconded by Mike
Hayes "to accept any donations that may be created from public functions
with the purpose in mind to refund the $2,000 to the town."
There was discussion expressing concern that funds raised and returned
to the town may invalidate the state matching grant.
It was moved and seconded to cut off all debate. A two-thirds majority
vote was declared. The Moderator called for a division vote on the amend-
ment which was defeated 80 to 72.
An amendment was made by Willis Holland and duly seconded to
substitute the sum of "$1.00" for the original article amount of $2,000, and
to add the words "the remainder to be raised by donations."
Discussion followed. Willis Holland and seconder John Merrill then
amended their motion to reword the above amendment to read, "the town
supports the Rural Arts Program and funds for the program to be raised by
community efforts."
It was moved and seconded to cut off all debate and passed by the
necessary two-thirds majority. A vote on the amendment was taken and failed.
An amendment was then made by Gary Cripps and seconded by Patti
Biederman "to see if the School District will accept the sum of at least $2,000
to be raised from outside sources for the purpose of continuing the rural arts
and artist-in-residence programs."
It was moved and seconded to cut off all debate which passed by a two-
thirds majority. A vote on the amendment was taken and failed.
Article 3, was then voted on and passed.
ARTICLE 4 : To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board
under RSA 198:20-B to apply for, accept and expend, without further action
of the School District meeting, money from any source which becomes
available during the fiscal year providing that such expenditures be made
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for purposes for which a school district may appropriate money and that such
expenditures not require the spending of other school district funds.
Bill Webb moved, Bob Bergeron seconded. Article 4 passed in the
affirmative.
ARTICLE 5: To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of school district
officials, employees and agents and for the payment of statutory obligations
of the District.
Lynn Decker moved and Paul Rheinhardt seconded that the District raise
and appropriate $1,722,950 for the support of schools, for the salaries of school
district officials, employees and agents and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the District.
Bruce Leonard gave a presentation concerning this dollar amount and
the major areas of concern: 1) in national student testing our students rank
in the high end 2) teachers salaries, as compared to other districts, are in
the middle range 3) budget cutting was done by both the school board and
the budget committee resulting in a total increase of only 9.7% 4) the board
and faculty urge the community to become more involved in school affairs
and decisions.
Gary Cripps moved and it was seconded to amend the proposed dollar
amount by decreasing it by $86,148 or about 5%. Discussion then took place
about recommending specific areas where cuts could be made, i.e., teachers
salaries, eliminating split classes, eliminating transition etc. Many people
voiced concern about choices of cuts and expressed support for the Board's
and Budget Committee's recommendations.
John Glidden moved and Patti Biederman seconded to cut off all debate.
It passed by the necessary two-thirds majority.
A recess was declared at 8:55 P.M. for purposes of paper ballot on the
budget amendment. Following voting the balloting was closed at 9:30 P.M.
for the count. Polly Fairbanks and Jean Bergeron were appointed as ballot
clerks. The amendment failed by a count of 85 opposed,77 in favor.
Scott Biederman moved and it was duly seconded to cut off all debate.
The vote passed by the necessary two-thirds majority.
The Moderator recessed the meeting at 9:40 P.M. for purposes of paper
balloting on Article 5. He closed the polls at 10:04 P.M. for counting Article
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5 with the same two persons acting as ballot clerks. The article passed by
a count of 87 in favor and 67 opposed.
ARTICLE 6: We the residents of the Holderness School District find the
State of New Hampshire to be negligent in the funding of Public Education,
thus creating an undue burden on the local property taxpayers. We demand
that the State of New Hampshire Legislature begin in earnest to study methods
for substantially increasing State aid to education.
Bruce Leonard moved, Lynn Decker seconded.
After a brief discussion Olive Staples moved to cut off all debate. It was
duly seconded and passed by the necessary two-thirds vote. Article 6 then
passed.
ARTICLE 7 : To transact any further business which may legally come
before the meeting.
The School Board expressed their appreciation to Lynn Decker for her
six years of service on the Board and presented her with a plaque.
Ross Deachman reminded everyone of the Cooperative High School
meeting Thursday and the need for everyone to attend.
Ross Deachman moved and it was duly seconded to adjourn the meeting.







The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Holderness in the
County of Grafton, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District
Affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Holderness Central School in said
District on the nineteenth day of March, 1991, at 7:00 o'clock in the evening
to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1 : To see what action the District will take relative to the
reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers.
ARTICLE 2: To see whether the District will vote to indemnify, and save
harmless from loss or damage any person employed by the school district
and any member or officer of its governing board or administrative staff from
personal financial loss and expense, including reasonable legal fees and costs,
if any, arising out of any claim, demand, suit, or judgement by reason of ac-
cidental damage to or destruction of property if the indemnified person was
acting in the scope of his employment or office, in accordance with the pro-
visions of RSA 31 : 105.
ARTICLE 3 : To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board
under RSA 198:20-b to apply for, accept and expend, without further action
of the School District meeting, money from any source which becomes
available during the fiscal year provided that such expenditures be made for
purposes for which a school district may appropriate money and that such
expenditures not require the spending of other school district funds.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the District will vote to increase the membership
of the Holderness School Board from three members to five members. (By
petition)
ARTICLE 5 : To see what sum the District will vote to appropriate to help
support with other school districts a court challenge to the constitutionality
of New Hampshire's method of funding public education through near total
reliance on local property taxes.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of seventy-nine thousand five hundred ninety-six dollars ($79,596) as a
deficit appropriation representing over expenditures in special education in
fiscal year 1989-1990.
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ARTICLE 7 : To see if the District will vote to establish a capital reserve
fund in accord with RSA 35:1 for the purpose of meeting the expense of
educating educationally handicapped children ; and to see if the District will
vote to appropriate the sum of sixteen thousand dollars ($16,000) to be
deposited to said Capital Reserve Fund.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) for the purchase of computers for
the computer lab.
ARTICLE 9: To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of school district
officials, employees and agents and for the payment of statutory obligations
of the District.
ARTICLE 10: To transact any further business which may legally come
before the meeting.
Given under our hands this 18th day of February in the year of our Lord
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REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES*
Block Grant (Chapter II)
National Forest Reserve





















Must be same amount shown on expenditures side of budget.
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Explanation of Superintendent's and
Assistant Superintendent's Salary
for 1989-1990
Chapter 189, Section 48 Revised Statutes Annotated of the State of New
Hampshire, requires that the school district annual report show the total
amounts paid to the Superintendent of Schools as per the following quotation:
''Reports. Each Superintendent of a School Administrative Unit shall annually
prepare a report of the total salary paid to the superintendent, showing in
detail the amount paid by the state and each local school district and their
share of same. . .Said report shall be included in the annual report of the respec-
tive school district as a separate entry. A like report and entry shall be made
for each assistant superintendent, teacher consultant, and business ad-
ministrator, if any is in service in the Unit."
One-half of the School Administrative Unit expenses is prorated among
the several school districts of the unit on the basis of adjusted valuations.
One-half is prorated on the basis of average daily membership in the school
for the previous school year ending June 30th. The salary of $60,980 which
was received by the Superintendent of Schools of School Administrative Unit
#48 during 1989-1990 was prorated among the school districts comprising the
School Administrative Unit. Allowance for $2,750 travel within the Unit was
also prorated as stated above.
The salary of $47,280 for the Assistant Superintendent during 1989-1990
and travel allowance within the Unit for $2,000 was prorated as stated above.
The table below shows the portion of salary and travel charged to each
school district.
Asst. Asst.
Adjusted Supt. Supt. Supt. Supt.
District Percent Salary Travel Salary Travel
Campton 17.24 10,512.95 474.10 8,151.07 344.80
Holderness 15.73 9,592.15 432.58 7,437.14 314.60
Plymouth 37.38 22,794.32 1,027.95 17,673.26 747.60
Rumney 8.11 4,945.48 223.02 3,834.41 162.20
Thornton 8.07 4,921.09 221.92 3,815.50 161.40
Waterville Valley 8.85 5,396.73 243.38 4,184.28 177.00




Since I joined the staff at Holderness Central School this past summer
I have been so impressed with all the people I work with. The faculty and
staff are all caring and giving people, going the extra mile to make the ex-
periences that all children have here very special ones. It is through these
efforts that the school philosophy comes to life.
The student population has grown to over 260 students. To meet the needs
of this large group, we have two classes for each grade K-4, and will be look-
ing into having two classes for grade 5 in the near future. Because children
develop at different rates and are ready for new experiences at different ages,
we offer a transition program where children are given the time needed to
develop and become ready for the educational demands of the first grade.
As the large classes in the primary grades move into grades 6, 7, and 8, we
will be faced with the challenge of providing a quality educational environ-
ment which has been provided and maintained in the lower grades.
The community can take pride in the fact that Holderness Central School
is making every attempt to address the needs and strengths of all students.
Efforts in this area include the continued support of Home Economics and
Industrial Arts, which has been dropped from the curriculum at most schools
in this area. We also have quality programs in Art, Music, and a good cross
section of co-curricular activities for students to participate in. Although our
athletic fields are still not in the conditions they should be, we are hopeful
that this, too, will be addressed in the near future.
I have found Holderness Central School to be a place of quality, a school
made of quality people dedicated to providing the best possible for the children
of this community. We do face some challenges in the upcoming years, but
I am confident with the continued support of the community, we will suc-






School Nurse's Report 1990
The following is a report on health services provided by the school nurse.
The main objective is to maintain the general health of all students by the
use of first aid, early detection of health problems, and health education.
On April 19, 1990 a pre-school vision and hearing clinic was held for all
4-6 year olds at the Plymouth Area High School which is sponsored by the
State Bureau of Maternal and Child Health and Lion's Club. There were 3
hearing referrals.
On May 14-15, 1990 a pre-school screening for Kindergarten was held at
Holderness Central School. Twenty-seven students were screened and health
histories were obtained by parent interviews.
Health physicals were conducted on 46 students in grades 5 and 7 and on
new students in grades 6 and 8 by Drs. Hoyer and Cunis on October 18 and
19, 1990.
Due to state cut-backs, the school dental and fluoride programs have been
discontinued. Dental assistance was given to two families by the Lindsay
Fund.
The Lion's Club provided a vision examination and glasses for one student.
Nurse's work:
Vision tests - 240
Hearing tests - 280
follow up with referrals
Heights and weights - 210
Blood Pressures - 94
Scoliosis checks - 94
Head checks - 730±
First Aid - 1500±
Hot lunch program- acceptance or rejection of applications
Health education
Communicable disease report: 4 cases chickenpox
Once again, Holderness Central School students have met the State Im-
munization Laws. A report was sent to the State Bureau of Disease Control
in November, 1990, which indicated that all new and transferred students have
also met these laws.
Appreciation is expressed to all school personnel, parents, and volunteers
for their cooperation and support.
Sincerely,




I am happy to report that School Administrative Unit #48 continues to
strive for educational excellence for your children especially during these
very difficult and troublesome economic times. All school boards this year
have stressed the importance of both internal and external communications.
School boards have also directed all personnel to develop clearer communica-
tion between themselves and their respective communities regarding educa-
tional budgetary issues and issues of educational significance. An important
board goal this year has been to continue our on-going curriculum develop-
ment, coordination, and consistency at all grade levels. Another goal of our
School Administrative Unit #48 School Board is to continue to improve a
workable management structure within our school system. My overall
estimate of our school districts is that regardless of these difficult times, our
schools continue to improve and our students continue to achieve.
The Pemi-Baker Regional School District and our regional high school
entered into its first full year of operation in July, 1990. This year has been
exciting and challenging. The School Board has worked diligently within its
sub-committee structure to accomplish the aims established by the Pemi-
Baker Regional School Board earlier this fall. Our high school this year has
improved our capabilities in computer and technological elements of educa-
tion. We have emphasized writing in our curriculum and improved our writing
lab. Our high school students continue to win awards and achieve at a high
level.
Program innovations over the last two years in the School Administrative
Unit #48 are showing progress. One such effort is our special needs pre-school
program currently offered through the Plymouth Elementary School but deal-
ing with children throughout the School Administrative Unit. This program
assists children ages 3-5 who are in need of special attention. The results of
this program will have a positive impact on our regular education program
beginning at the kindergarten level. A second effort involves our vocational
childcare program also dealing with pre-schoolers. This program stresses
the vocational applications related to early childhood development, while also
offering the community a unique child care opportunity. Rumney and Went-
worth this past year entered into tuition agreements to offer kindergarten
within their programs. This is a major step forward for these two districts
and will have a definite impact on the educational opportunities for their
children.
We are continuing to stress writing skills throughout the curriculum in
all of our schools and emphasizing the reading process for our students. The
completion of our elementary science labs in several schools now gives us
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the opportunity to fully engage in the experimental method. This emphasis
on "hands-on" instruction has proved motivational to students and has con-
tributed to the quality of our science curriculum. Mathematics education con-
tinues to be a central focus in our instructional program. We are continuing
to deal with a "hands-on" mathematics approach at the primary level. This
year the high school has studied and will change our mathematics sequence
so that algebra will be offered previous to geometry beginning in the 1991-1992
school year. This change will have an impact on the quality of our
mathematics program in School Administrative Unit #48.
The entire district is engaged in the implementation of an evaluation
model based on a program developed in our region called the Saphier Model
of Evaluation. This model is unique in that both administrators and teachers
are trained in the fundamental operational aspects of the process. We are
very excited about the potential of this evaluation program in that it stresses
effective instructional practices that have been researched and tested.
Positive student achievement is our goal.
This year we continue to implement our K-8 reading program, write the
K-8 science and social studies curriculum. This summer we plan to write an
overall K-12 language arts curriculum. July's work will be the culmination
of a massive two year effort in the language arts area. We are excited with
its potential.
I wish to thank all those involved with the successful completion this past
summer of a number of building projects. In August we saw the completion
of the Plymouth and Campton Elementary Schools. Also completed this sum-
mer was the high school renovation project. This included the repair of the
north wing roof, major renovation in the north wing which previously hous-
ed the Plymouth Elementary School, work on our fire alarm system, and
modification to the electrical and communication networks to integrate all
these functions into a single school complex. The Russell School renovation
project was also completed this summer. This included internal renovations,
a new boiler which will be installed this spring, and a state approved fire alarm
system. At this year's March School District Meeting the Wentworth tax-
payers will be voting on a bond for a building addition. We are in hopes that
this bond vote will go well. The results obviously will give much needed space
to the District's smallest elementary school.
This year our School Administrative Unit welcomes to its administrative
rank a number of new administrators. These individuals will be crucial to
the success of our program in the years to come. I am pleased to welcome
for his first year as principal of the Holderness Central School Mr. Robert
Tremblay. Mr. Tremblay acted as an interim principal this past summer and
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was hired by the Holderness School Board in August of 1990. Mr. Tremblay
is a former chemistry teacher at Plymouth Regional High School. Mr. Jon
Freeman began his tenure as principal of Campton Elementary School this
past fall. Mr. Freeman comes to Campton from his post as high school prin-
cipal in Littleton, New Hampshire. The town of Campton is excited with Mr.
Freeman's positive attitude and considerable work ethic. David Batchelder
joins us for his first complete year of service as our vocational director at
the Plymouth Regional High School. We are very excited with the initiation
of a new program in our vocational area involving the training of students
for early childhood and pre-school activities. This program has achieved
tremendous success this year and we look forward to its continuation and im-
provement. The Superintendent's office welcomes Mr. Mark Halloran as our
new assistant superintendent for finance and negotiations. Mr. Halloran has
to date, proved himself as a very strong advocate for quality programming
at an efficient cost. Mr. Halloran worked with local town officials in develop-
ing a fuel procurement process which has saved the schools and towns a con-
siderable amount of money. We also welcome Ruth Tilson as our interim prin-
cipal in the Rumney School District. Mrs. Tilson, in her role as interim prin-
cipal, is substituting for Gretchen Stubbins who is on medical leave. Everyone
in School Administrative Unit #48 wishes Mrs. Stubbins good luck in her cur-
rent situation and hope that she will return to us in good health. Finally, I
wish to welcome Mr. John Buccini as the new assistant principal at Plymouth
Elementary School. Mr. Buccini was previously a teacher at the Plymouth
Elementary School.
Thank you for the opportunity to work as your superintendent in what
I consider to be the finest school system in New Hampshire. I wish also to
thank all staff, boards, and community members for their effort in providing
the educational quality we are enjoying at present. Please rest assured that
we will continue to emphasize meeting the individual needs of all our students
in the most cost efficient way possible.
Respectfully submitted,




At the time the town report was printed, we had not yet received
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Pemi-Baker Regional School District
School Board Term Expires
Douglas Wiseman (Ashland) 1991
Richard Blauvelt (Campton) 1993
Ross Deachman (Holderness) 1992
Tom Goulart (Plymouth) 1993
Susan Johnston (Campton) 1992
James Mauchly (Wentworth)
(Sept.89-Jan.91) 1992
Susan Morton (Rumney) 1993
Barbara Noyes (Plymouth) 1991
Ann-Marie Reever (Ashland) 1993
Ken Sutherland, Jr. (Campton) 1991
Malcolm Taylor (Holderness) 1991
Paul White (Thornton) 1991
Ed Wixson (Plymouth) 1992
Clerk















The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Pemi-Baker Regional School District in the Town
of Holderness qualified to vote in District Affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said District on the
twelfth day of March, 1991 at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon to act upon the
following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years
representing the town of Ashland.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years
representing the town of Campton.
4. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years
representing the town of Plymouth.
5. To choose a member of the School Board for the ensuing three years
representing the town of Thornton.
6. To choose a member of the School Board for the ensuing three years
representing the town of Wentworth.
Polls will not close before 7:00 p.m.
Given under our hands at said Plymouth the 13th day of February, 1991.
Douglas Wiseman Barbara Noyes
Richard Blauvelt Ann-Marie Reever
Ross Deachman Kenneth Sutherland, Jr.
Thomas Goulart Malcolm Taylor
Susan Johnston Paul White
Susan Morton Eldwin Wixson
Pemi-Baker Regional School Board
A true copy of warrant attest:
Douglas Wiseman Barbara Noyes
Richard Blauvelt Ann-Marie Reever
Ross Deachman Kenneth Sutherland, Jr.
Thomas Goulart Malcolm Taylor
Susan Johnston Paul White
Susan Morton Eldwin Wixson
Pemi-Baker Regional School Board
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The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Pemi-Baker Regional School District in the towns
of Ashland, Campton, Holderness, Plymouth, Rumney, Thornton, and Went-
worth, in the County of Grafton, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote
upon District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Plymouth Regional High School
Gymnasium on Tuesday, the fifth day of March, 1991 at 7:00 o'clock in the
evening to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1: To see what action the District will take relative to the
reports of agents, auditors, committees and officers.
ARTICLE 2: To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board
to negotiate and execute such tuition contracts as the Board may determine
advisable for students outside the Pemi-Baker Regional School District.
ARTICLE 3: To see whether the District will vote to indemnify and save
harmless from loss or damage any person employed by the school district
and any member or officer of its governing board or administrative staff from
personal financial loss and expense, including reasonable legal fees and costs,
if any, arising out of any claim, demand, suit, or judgement by reason of
negligence or other act resulting in accidental injury to a person or acciden-
tal damage to or destruction of property if the indemnified person at the time
of the accident resulting in injury, damage or destruction was acting in the
scope of his employment or office, in accordance with the provisions of RSA
31:105.
ARTICLE 4 : To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board
under RSA 198:20-b to apply for, accept and expend, without further action
of the School District Meeting, money from any source which becomes
available during the fiscal year provided that such expenditures be made for
purposes for which a school district may appropriate money and that such
expenditures not require the spending of other school district funds.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of thirty-six thousand seventeen dollars ($36,017) for the purpose of fun-
ding the cost of salary increases, fixed cost increases, and increased benefits
as provided by the collective bargaining agreement between the Pemi-Baker
Regional School District and the Plymouth Regional Educational Support Staff
(PRESS) pursuant to an agreement dated the first day of July, 1990, for the
1991-1992 school year, being the second and final year of said contract.
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ARTICLE 6: To see if the District will vote to establish a contingency
fund in accordance with RSA 198:4-b, such contingency fund to meet the cost
of unanticipated expenses that may arise during the year and, further, to see
if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of twelve thousand dollars
($12,000) for such contingency fund.
ARTICLE 7 : To see if the District will vote to establish a capital reserve
fund in accordance with RSA 35 : 1 for the purpose of meeting the expense of
educating educationally handicapped children; and to see if the District will
vote to appropriate the sum of sixteen thousand dollars ($16,000) to be
deposited to said capital reserve fund.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the District will vote to establish a capital reserve
fund in accordance with RSA 35: 1 for the purpose of future renovations and
or repairs needed in the school; and to see if the District will vote to ap-
propriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000) to be deposited to said
capital reserve fund.
ARTICLE 9: To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of School District
officials, employees and agents and for the payment of statutory obligations
of the District and to authorize the application against such appropriation
of revenues as are estimated to be received; the School Board to certify to
the Selectmen of the member towns the balance between the estimated
revenue and the appropriation, which balance is to be raised by taxes of the
member towns.
ARTICLE 10: To transact any futher business that may legally come
before this meeting.
Given under our hands this 13th day of February in the year of our Lord
nineteen hundred and ninety-one.
Douglas Wiseman Barbara Noyes
Richard Blauvelt Ann Marie Reever
Ross Deachman Kenneth Sutherland
Thomas Goulart Malcolm Taylor
Susan Johnston Paul White
Susan Morton Eldwin Wixson
Pemi-Baker Regional School Board
A true copy of warrant attest:
Douglas Wiseman Barbara Noyes
Richard Blauvelt Ann Marie Reever
Ross Deachman Kenneth Sutherland
Thomas Goulart Malcolm Taylor
Susan Johnston Paul White
Susan Morton Eldwin Wixson
Pemi-Baker Regional School Board
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REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES*
Vocational Education
Block Grant (Chapter II)
National Forest Reserve
OTHER SOURCES
Sale of Bond or Notes











Total School Revenues & Credits
District Appropriation
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT
























Pemi-Baker Regional School District
Balance Sheet
June 30, 1990
Assets Acct. No. General
Current Assets
Cash 100 $2,136.28
Intergovernmental Receivables 140 7,590.95
Total Assets $9,727.23
Liabilities and Fund Equity
Current Liabilities
Other Payables 420 $1,789.72
Payroll Deductions and Withholdings 470 699.66
Total Liabilities 2,489.38
Fund Equity
Unreserved Fund Balance 770 $7,237.85
Total Fund Equity $7,237.85
Total Liabilities and Fund Equity $9,727.23
Contingency Fund List
School Board Expenses $136.19
Gerrity Building Centers 57.08
P.A.H.S. Food Service & Deli - Election Day Expenses 203.73




















ACKLEY, ETHEL G 363400
ACKLEV, ETHEL G 184600
ADAMS, FLETCHER W & KATHLEEN ET AL 440600
ADAMS, FLETCHER W 55700
ADAMS, HAROLD 10300
ADRIANCE, VANDERPOOL 8 BARBARA H 340700
AGUILAR. FRANCIS J 8 GILLIAN M 550700
AHERN, HENRY D 8 ERMA T 236900
AHERN. TIMOTHY 1400
AHERN, WILLIAM 8 ANN 1600
ALBONIZIO, NICHOLAS R 8 DIANE L 195200
ALLEN, MARTIN A 8 MILDRED F 758900
ALLEN, RICHARD A 900
ALLEN, STEVEN 8 LINDA 15000




ALVORD, GEORGE C 916900
ALVORD, JAMES B 618000
ALVORD, JAMES B 796000
AMBROSE LAND CO, INC 144100
AMSDEN, PAUL & MARY 210300
ANABLE, ALBERT E 8 JOANNE S 245500
ANDERSEN, OLAV T & RUTH S 346500
ANDRE 8 COLETTE INC 23800
ANDREWS, ROLAND B 8 PATRICE 249100
ANDRIEFSKI, GREGORY B 8 THERESA 148500
ANTHONY, ALEXANDER 8 MARGARET J 218600
ANZIVINO, BERNICE 84400
APPLETON, WILLIAM 1900
ARCHFIELD, AUGUSTUS T 279000
ARNSDORFF. LORETTA 13100
ASQUAM LAKES CORP 115200
ASQUAM LAKES CORP 216600
AVERY, FRANK K 8 EVA M 57000
AVERY, MAURICE W S MADELINE S 42200
AVERY, RICHARD P 8 IVIS M 35500
AVERY, THOMAS 55200
AYER. FRANCES C 178100
AYERS, ROBERT F S ELIZABETH A 41600
AYOTTE, ROBERT 8 ROBERTA 323900
AZIZ, JAVAID 26400
AZIZ, JAVAID 67300
BAERT, JAMES R 8 N0R1NE A 201000
BAILEY, CLARENCE W 8 M EUGENIA 223000
BAILEY, CLARENCE W 8 EUGENIA 29600
BAILEY, KENNETH 8 DORIS ET AL 109700
BAILEY, KENNETH E 8 ELEANOR 109600
BAILEY, LINDA E 25600
BAKER, BENJAMIN A 8 INGER W 33500
BAKER, EDWIN C JR 8 LOUISE 311600
BAKER, LOREN E 8 LINDA M 101800
BALL. CHRISTOPHER J 8 PAMELA H 245400
BAMFORD, STEPHEN R 8 DONNA R 204800
BANKS, DORIS P 399500
BARBER, ALVIN M 8 CAROL 125100
BARKER, NATHANIEL C 134200
BARLOW, KEVIN J 8 SUSAN S 144900
BARLOW, KEVIN J 8 SUSAN S 20200
BARLOW, KEVIN M & JOAN P 107800
BARNES, A MACLELLAN 104400
BARNES. WILLIAM S 8 MARY W 695700
BARNES, WILLIAM S 8 MARY W 32800
BARNES, WILLIAM S 8 MARY W 30200
BARNES. WILLIAM S 8 MARY W 664600
BARON PROP 14 LTD PARTNERSHIP 932800
BARRY. ELLEN G 1130800
BARTH, WILLIAM 14300
BARTHOLOMEW. D ARTHUR 8 PRISCILLA 122200
BASS. IVAN K 8 JANIS H 179300
BATCHELDER. JAMES R 8 PENNY L 112800
BATCHELDER, ROCKWOOD M 8 NORMA 141900
BATES. ANN M 13500
BAYBERRY FARM INC 57900
BEARD. BRIAN R 8 CAROLYN L 114200
BEATON, JACK 2300
BECK, GERALD R 8 JUDITH A 142900
BECK, PAUL R 8 NANCY G 116300
BEENHOUWER, OWEN 8 LILLEMOR 10500
BEESON, LAWRENCE E & SUSAN B 237700
BEIJ, PIERCE H 8 KATHRYN S 216800
BEIJ, PIERCE H 8 KATHRYN S 153800
BEIJ, PIERCE H 8 KATHRYN S 125000
BELLAUD, JEAN D 72800
BELLAUD, JEAN D 88100
BELYEA, JEFFREY S 8 BETTY S 149700
BENEOIX, HAROLD E 8 CLAIRE 108800
BENNETT. RICHARD A 8 PATRICIA 116900
BENNETT. RICHARD A 8 PATRICIA 10700
BENSCH, MICHAEL B, TRUSTEE 29700
BENSCH, MICHAEL B, TRUSTEE 24400
BERGEN, NANCY 674800
BERGERON, ROBERT F 8 JEAN A 136100
BETTENCOURT, ALBERT 8 ELINOR 558000




BLADT. WILLIAM & HELEN
BLADT. WILLIAM 8 HELEN
BLADT, WILLIAM C & HELEN









BLOS, PETER 8 BETSY T
BLOS, PETER 8 BETSY
BLUHM, BERNARD W JR 8 KATHLEEN M
801 V IN, RONALD 8 RUTH
BOREYKO, JOHN 8 VICTORIA
BORGES, MANUEL M JR 8 DARLENE I
BOUDREAU, GARY G 8 DORA R
BOULDER WOOD TRUST H J PRESTON
BOURNE, JONATHAN F
BOURQUE. JOSEPH M
BOWDEN. FREDERICK P INC
BOWDEN, FREDERICK P INC
BOYCE, MRS LINDEN
BOYD, THOMAS C 8 ANN L
BOYD, WALTER T
BOYER, DENNIS 8 CELELIA
BRADFORD, GAIL N
BRADSHAW, ELLIOTT J 8 ROBIN
BRAGUE, DAVID S 8 MICHELE L
BRAMLEY, ROBERT G 8 KATHLEEN M
BRAYSHAW, DONALD 8 EVELYN
BRAYSHAW, DONALD 8 EVELYN
BRENNAN, M JANE




BRODERIC, STUART 8 AUDREY
BRODERICK REVOCABLE TRUST
BRONWELL. JAMES A
BROOKS, JOHN D 8 BRENDA L
BROWN, A A
BROWN, ALLAN R 8 CAROLYN
BROWN, EARLE F 8 MARGUERITE C
BROWN, ERNEST E 8 IDA P






BROWN. HERBERT N 8 ELIZABETH
BROWN, MARTIN
BROWN, ROGER S 8 EDITH C
BROWN, STEPHEN M 8 J THOMPSON
BROWN, WALTER R
BRYANT, ROBERT S 8 JANET L
BUCKLAND, ALIDA 8 LEE
BUCKLAND, JAMES L 8 BARBARA E
BUCKLAND. JAMES





BURLEIGH LAND LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
BURLEIGH UNO LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
BURLEIGH LAND LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
BURLEIGH LAND LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
BURLEIGH LAND LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
BURLEIGH LAND LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
BURLEIGH LAND LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
BURLEIGH LAND LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
BURLEIGH LAND LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
BURLEIGH LAND LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
BURLEIGH LAND LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
BURLEIGH LAND LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
BURLEIGH LAND LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
BURLEIGH LAND LTD PARTNERSHIP
BURRILL, STEVEN E 8 DIXIE L
BURROWS, STEVEN N 8 DOREEN J




BUTLER, RICHARD 8 FLORENCE
BUTLER, RICHARD 8 FLORENCE
BYRON, BARRY J 8 JANE E
C N BROWN CO
CALARESE, PAUL 8 JOAN M
CALLAHAN, DEBORAH
CALLEY. RICHARD 8 CAROLYN M
CALTON TRUST
CAMPBELL, LILLA
25300 CANNEY, CHERYL 19200
118400 CARDOSI, ROBERT 563500
12800 CAREY, PAMELA 72500
19200 CAROSELLI, GENE 8 FRANCINE 194400
33300 CARSON, JOSEPH T 8 RICHARD 61200
105000 CARSON, RICHARD 8 YVONNE M 112100
99600 CAVESE, KATHLEEN A 124800
131300 CAYER, THOMAS E 16600
126900 CENTRAL DISTRIBUTORS 368200
18100 CENTRAL DISTRIBUTORS 15300
114200 CENTRAL DISTRIBUTORS 14500
201900 CHABOT, ANDRE 8 THERESA 334800
195000 CHABOT, ANDRE F 8 THERESA B 129800
207600 CHABOT, ANORE F 8 THERESA B 13900
27000 CHABOT. ANDRE F 8 THERESA B 10800
32400 CHABOT. ANORE F 8 THERESA B 10700
69600 CHABOT. ANORE F 8 THERESA B 11000
66600 CHABOT, ANDRE F 8 THERESA B 14000
14900 CHABOT. ANDRE F 8 THERESA B 13300
212000 CHABOT, ANDRE F 8 THERESA B 13500
19400 CHABOT, ANDRE F 8 THERESA B 14000
132900 CHABOT, ANDRE F 8 THERESA B 14600
5586900 CHABOT, ANDRE F 8 THERESA B 15600
365900 CHABOT, ANORE F 8 THERESA B 14000
49600 CHADDERTON, KENNETH 8 SUSAN J 59800
27000 CHAMBERLAIN. BARRY 6300
2968500 CHAMBERLAIN, HELEN M 98700
4500 CHAMBERLAIN, STANLEY 8 PENNY 7800
110700 CHAMPNEY, CLIFFORD R 8 LORRAINE E 38000
136600 CHAMPNEY. ROGER E 8 PAULINE B 73900
1300 CHASE, DEBRA L 64900
31000 CHASE, HERBERT HEIRS 165700
111500 CHASE, MARY E 104400
115500 CHEETHAM, RICHARD 8 MARJORIE TRSTS 63500
459000 CHEETHAM, RICHARD 8 MARJORIE TRSTS 104500
46200 CHENARD, PETER 260300
25000 CHESLEY, LAWRENCE P 8 CAREN J 110400
43100 CHEVALIER. BRUCE 8 ERIKA 37000
142400 CHOATE. ARTHUR 0, TRUSTEE 498600
440000 CHOATE, ARTHUR 0, TRUSTEE 26900
35200 CHOATE. THOMAS 8 JANE 754100
22400 CHONG, PENG-KHUAN 203400
171400 CICCO, MICHAEL JR 8 BEVERLY 115000
34600 CIRINCONE, BARBARA A 258300
312500 CIULLO. ANTHONY J 8 CAROL J 26500
25200 CLAPPER, WILLIAM 8 RUTH H 68200
2000 CLARK, JOSEPH L 124700
111600 CLARK, PETER L 8 MADELINE A 82800
188900 CLOSSON, DAVID D 8 MILDRED C 25600
42400 CLOSSON, DAVID D 8 MILDRED C 170400
15100 CLOSSON, H TERRY 147500
161900 COLE, JAMES A 8 DEBORAH 156200
353400 COLE, OLIVER G 193700
100700 COLLAGAN, BRIAN R 240600
114100 COMEAU. CHESTER L 123000
2195400 CONDON. SALLY A 30600
186600 CONKEY, ALBION 14300
116300 CONKLIN. NANCY 103800
208200 CONKLING, NANCY W 687500
465600 CONNARY, STEPHEN D 42000
32900 CONNELLY, BRIAN 47100
144300 CONNERY, ANDREW R 8 KATHLINE 95800
26000 CONNERY, ANDREW R 8 KATHLEEN 40100
210100 CONNORS, BARRY M 8 PAMELA K 131700
101700 CONOVER, BEATRICE K 160800
25400 CONOVER, BEATRICE K 455400
378000 COOK, JOHN F 73100
16800 COOK, JOHN F 180200
249600 COOLIDGE, HAROLD J 1260500
16800 COOLIOGE, PETER 77100
104500 COOLIDGE, THOMAS R 489200
106500 COOPER, WILLIAM S 8 MARJORIE 91800
142000 CORLESS. ROBERT J 8 FRANCES E 343800
139500 CORRINGHAM, THERESA A 20400
989200 COTE, EDWARD E JR 20500
327000 COTE, EDWARD E JR 16100
263500 COTE, RICHARD I 8 HELEN A 6900
722600 COUGHLIN. KENNETH F 8 JOANN 133900
93700 COURSEY, C EARLE 8 BETTY J 348600
50900 COURSEY, C EARLE 19000
105400 COURSEY, C EARLE 16300
58300 COURSEY, DAVID E 16400
56600 COURSEY, ROBERT W 15600
350400 COURSEY. ROBERT W 98400
141500 COURSEY, STEVEN R 16300
93900 COURSEY, SUSAN E 17100
15100 COURT, DAVID 8 TAMMY 13500
650000 COURT, DAVID E 8 JEANNINE H 50700
274700 COWAN, NEIL A 8 LINDA C 172800
587000 COYNE, MOMUTH 25800
147000 CRANDALL, AUDREY 8 CLAUDIA 63300
98300 CRANE, DR HENRY D 8 EMILY T 26600
94700 CRANE, OR HENRY D 8 EMILY T 385900
137600 CRANE, WILLIAM E 8 FRANCIS A 7000
117100 CRAWFORD, JAMES W 8 PALMER. SARAH 1028400
17200 CRAY, RICHARD H 8 CAROL A 139500
98200 CRIPPS, GARY 98500
25000 CROMWELL, CHARLES H III 8 DREWRY W 622700
618000 CROWELL, MICHAEL 8 MARGARET A 120500
CROWLEY, MARY ELLEN ESTATE 356100
CUMMINGS, CHARLES H JR 163400
CUMMINGS, CHARLES H JR 233500
CUMMINGS, PATRICIA M 87500
CUMMINGS, RAYMOND C 8 ROSALIE M 36400
CURRIER, BERTRAM K 8 PATRICIA 159100
CURRIFR, BERTRAM K 8 PATRICIA 30600
CURRIER, BERTRAM 99600
CURRIER, BERTRAM 27600
CURRIER, BERTRAM K 8 PATRICIA A 102600
CURRIER, BERTRAM 19100
CURRIER, DANIEL 27700
CURRIER, DOROTHY A 121300





CURRIER, MICHAEL 8 STEVEN 8 LYNN 120400
CURRIER, MICHAEL D 96100
CURRIER, MICHAEL 14200
CURRIER, MICHAEL 17800
CURRIER. RANDOLPH W 8 KAREN J 146000
CURRIER, RICHARD 8 BARBARA 24900
CURRIER, RICHARD L 142900
CURRIER, RICHARD D 102300







CURRIER, STEPHEN W 100400




CURRIER, VICTOR 8 LISA 117300
CUSHING, WILLIAM G 8 JACQUELYN 116400
CUSTANCE. ROBERT W 8 RUTH 333900
CUTRIGHT, DAVID R 8 JULIE 398500
CUTTER, RICHARD 8 JENNIFER 22600
D'AMBROSIO, PATRICK V 8 AGNES 47600
D'ARRIGO. STEPHAN V 8 CATHERINE 346000
D'ARRIGO, STEPHEN 8 CATHERINE 99000
D'ELIA, WARD 30600
D'ELIA, WARD C 223400
DAIGNEAULT, PETER 249100
DAIGNEAULT, THOMAS W 8 SALLY 552500
DAIGNEAULT, THOMAS W 8 SALLY M 708200
DAIGNEAULT, THOMAS W 203400
DAIGNEAULT, THOMAS W 446900
DAIGNEAULT, THOMAS W 207600
DAIGNEAULT, THOMAS 8 BROWN FRED 201300
DAIGNEAULT, THOMAS W 8 SALLY M 38900
DAIGNEAULT, THOMAS W 8 SALLY M 25000
DAIGNEAULT, THOMAS W 8 SALLY M 84200
DAIGNEAULT, TIMOTHY M 8 SUSAN 247400
DAI LEY, EUGENE 8 ANNA 76300
DAILY, WILLIAM J 8 NANCY D 659600
DANA, EVANGELINE W 800100
DANIEL, RICHARD M JR 107300
DANIEL, RICHARD M JR 25800
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE 2191500
DAVENPORT, RICHARD R 83700
DAVENPORT, RICHARD R 176200
DAVENPORT, RICHARD R 31500
DAVIE, HELEN M 432700
DAVIE, HELEN M 112800
DAVIS, LARRY 8 PATSY 58400
DAY, ROBERT F 8 JEAN A 144200
DBHG ASSOCIATES 577100
DEACHMAN, ROSS V 8 NANCY S 145200
DF.ANGELIS, GEORGE 8 MARILYN A 134600
DEARBORN, JUDITH J 110400
DEARBORN, JUDITH J 53700
DEARBORN. JUDITH J 167200
OECKER, HARRY C 8 LYNN 110700
DECKER, HARRY C 8 LYNN 57400
DECRISTOFARO, MILDRED 113000
DEERWOOD CAMP INC 3414800
DEFLAMINIS TRUST 52300
DEFOREST, ELLEN K 633600
DEFOREST, ELLEN K 128300
DEMBIEC. SARA-JANE 58400
DEMBIEC, SARA-JANE 116400
DEMBIEC, WILLIAM F 8 SARA-JANE 141600
DEMERS, CORINNE 351200
DEMERS, JEANNE 464700
DEMILLE, WILLIAM C 8 EMILY 127100
DENISON, ROBERT H 415400
DENISON, ROBERT H 574000
DENISON, ROBERT H 747100
DENNEHY, JOHN J 8 CAROL A 73300
DERUVO, NICHOLAS J 8 MADELYN 28200
DESANTIS, WILLIAM 8 MARCIA 11900
DESLOGE, STEPHEN R 8 JAYNE 194700
DESROSSIERS. RICHARD F JR 83400
OESROSSIERS, RICHARD F JR 52800
DEVINO, NANCY 21000
DIAMOND NORTH CORP 248400
DIAMOND NORTH CORP 61500
DIAMOND NORTH CORP 17000
DIAMOND, SOTERIOS 8 LEE 111200
DICKINSON, PAUL K 8 ANNE L 52000
DIETZ, HOPE K 116500
DINSMORE REALTY TRUST 428600
DIPAOLO, RITA 195600
DOANE-RUGGLES, INC 148700
DOGGETT, EDWARD M 75700
DOGGETT, EDWARD M 33800
DOGGETT, JOAN 505800
DOHERTY, DAVID W 205400
DONLON, DONNA M 39300
DONOGHUE, MARK T 8 ROSANNA A 116500
DOPKIN, JOHN 50200
DOUCETTE, CARYL ET AL 66700
DOUCETTE. CARYL ET AL 27600
DOUGLAS, CARRIE 22050
DRAKE, DORIS 1300
DRANCHAK, STEPHEN M 22000
DRANCHAX, STEPHEN M 160800
DRISCOLL, DAVID P 8 PATRICIA 90900
DUBA, EDWARD F 8 SUZANN V 22500
DU8ACH, FRANZ 8 RUTH M 518200
DUDA, THOMAS E 8 JUDITH A 122500
DUGA, ROBERT M S DONNA L 189700
DUGGAN, JOSEPH E 8 HELEN A 114700
DUNKEL, OAVID L 8 SUSAN A 275000
DUNLEAVY, MICHAEL L 8 MARY L 89300
DUNN, WILLIAM 8 SHARON 98800
DUNNELL, ELLEN F 97100
DUNNELL, JACOB 209400
DUNNELL, WILLIAM W III 2110300
DUPONT, GENE P 8 VALERIE A 50600
DUPUIS, DAVIO F 8 CATHY A 176200
DURGIN, MARY E 239300
DURGIN, MARY E 239300
DUSSAULT, JOSEPH P 8 KENDRA A 160900
DUSSAULT, ROBERT T 8 GLORIA 133900
DUSSAULT, ROBERT T 8 GLORIA 31300
DUSSUALT. THOMAS 8 CYNTHIA 193700
DUVAL, NANCY 19200
EAGAN, EARLINE F 24700
EAMES, ROBERT 8 CYNTHIA A 74000
EARL, WILSON N S MARGARET L 68300
EASTMAN, BARRY 6200
EASTMAN, BARRY G 76200
EASTMAN, BARRY G 9300
EASTMAN, BARRY G 10300
EBBS, LEWIS B 8 NORMA E 16000
EDSON, JAMES W (MR 8 MRS) 101500
EGSGARD, LYN M 24700
ELIASON, LOUISE A 175600
ELIASON, LOUISE A 21000
ELIASON, LOUISE A 24500
ELKS LODGE BPOE 2312 244800
EMERSON, DENLEY W 4900
EMERY, JAMES M 8 MELISSA B 56700
ENRIGHT, JEFFREY 8 JUDITH 2400
ERBE. ELSBETH 247400
ERBE, ELSBETH T 21700
ESTREMERA, PEDRO 8 ZAIDA I 57800
EVANS. JOHN M 117700
EVANS, KENNETH H 8 JENNIFER K 382500
EVERSOLE, DAVID M 8 JOAN M 292300
FABIAN, RICHARD V 8 GEORGENE W 296800
FABIAN. RICHARD V 8 GEORGENE W 82000
FABIAN, RICHARD 8 GEORGENE 36000
FAGNANT, JOANN S 17300
FAGNANT, JOANN S 14400
FAGNANT, JOSEPH A L 16300
FAGNANT, JOSEPH A.L. 14700
FAGNANT, JOSEPH 42900
FAGNANT. LEON 11400
FAGNANT, LEON L It JO ANN S 188600
FAGNANT, LEON L 8 JOANNE S 16700
FAGNANT, LEON L 8 JOANNE S 13700
FAHEY, EUGENE D 8 BARBARA B 141800
FAIRBANKS, MISS PAULINE S 129800
FAIRCLOUGH, MAE A 281300
FAIRCLOUGH, MAE A 15600
FARLEY, DAVID 8 LOUDY 25400
FARLEY, DAVID C 15500
FARLEY, DAVID C 8 LOVDY 495600
FARMAR, FLORENCE*ARTHUR*MARJORIE 202100
FARMAR, FL0RENCE<-ARTHUR«MARJ0RIE 66400
FARMER, ARTHUR 8 MARY 113500
FARNSWORTH, BETTY P TRUST 254800
FARRELL, RICHARD W 8 PRISCILLA G 154000
FARREN, PAUL V 8 MICHELE D 15200
FEDERAL NATIONA MORTGAGE ASSN 259100
FELDMAN, AVIS G 34700
FELDMAN, MERRILL I 47300
FELLOWS, SALLIE D 186800
FIELD. FLORA R 339600
FIELD, FLORA R 548700
FIELD, RICHARD W 153300













GREENWOOD, REGINALD 8 GERTRUDE
GREENWOOD, REGINALD 4 GERTRUDE
GREGG. DAVID EST.
GREGG. ELLA C TRUST
GREGG. ELLA C TRUST
GREY. SCOTT A & LINDA J






















FISHER, EDWARD ET AL 199800
GREYTAK, THOMAS J 224100 HOLLAND, WILLIS H 8 DEBORAH C
159300
FISHER. RUDOLPH J
FISHER, TIMOTHY 8 AUDREY H
856300
1174800
GROSSMAN, JEROME H 8 BARBARA N
GRUZ, JOHN 8 CHRISTEL
572300
182000




FISK, HARRISON 8 IRMA 150200
GUION, RICHARD P 8 JEAN M 122600 HOMESTEAD ASSOCIATES INC 43000
FITTS, ARMANO P 8 LINDA R 128000
GUYOTTE, ALPHONSE R 8 DOROTHY C 75600 HOMESTEAD
ASSOCIATES INC 65800
FITZ, WILLIAM R 8 NANCY H 227400
GUYOTTE, ROBERT C 8 NANCY E 158900
HOPPER, THOMAS G 8 OOLORES M 162500
FLEISCHER, CARL M 8 GAIL E 247700
HAAN, ELSIE 14400
HORSTMANN, ESTHER T 274600
FLENNIKEN, WAYNE H 8 JUDITH 286600
HAAN, ELSIE 73400
HOSMAN, GREG 8 ELIZABETH 2000
FLENNIKEN, WAYNE H 8 JUDITH 46700
HAGERUP, WILLIAM E 8 MARGERY J 187400
HOVEY, CHARLES F 224400
FLETCHER, ELIZABETH D 159700
HALE, DANIEL J 130900
HOWE, ALLEN L 45000
FLYNN, KEVIN 8 BARBARA 131700
HALE, JEFFREY 119000
HOWE, ANTHONY A 159800
FONTAINE, GEORGE 8 DONNA 2100
HALE, LAURENCE C 116700
HOWE, ANTHONY A ET AL 138900
FORD, EDWARD R 1400
HALL, JAMES R 8 LAURA E 469000 HOWE,
ANTHONY JR 428400
FORD, PATRICIA D 8 ROBERT W 45000
HALL, LESTER I 8 LUCILLE M 46600 HOWE.
CHARLES A 8 EVA L 116900
FORD, PATRICIA D & ROBERT W 57300
HALL, LESTER I 8 LUCILLE M 130200
HOWE, CHARLES A 8 EVA L 6500
FORD, PATRICIA D 8 ROBERT W 75200
HAM, FANNY C 41700
HOWE, CHARLES P ESTATE 760000
FORMAN. DAVID A 8 JAQUELINE P 25100
HAMERSMA, PETER 85200
HOWE, CHARLES P ESTATE 203500
FOX. JOHN 8 DOLORES M 19200
HAMERSMA, PETER 22100
HOWE, OAVID P JR 8 JOYCE L 72900
FRANCESCO, PETER S 8 SUSAN M 94300
HAMMOND, EVERETT G 8 NORMA J 264900
HOWE. PRISCILLA L 42100
FRANCESCO. PETER S 8 SUSAN M 26300
HANAFORD, HAROLD C 8 FLORENCE M 100500
HOWE. R 22700
FRANCESCO, PETER S 8 SUSAN M 973500
HANAFORD, HAROLD C 8 FLORENCE M 62600
HOWE. ROBERT 121600
FRANK. AUGUSTUS A & PATRICIA S 231200
HANAWAY, RICHARD J 8 ELIZABETH 240800
HOWE. ROBERT F 8 JANICE KAY 45000
FRANK, KEVIN 300
HANCE, PETER B 8 SARA N 156500
HOWE. SAMUEL A 38550
FRASE, BRUCE C 8 RUTH L 824600
HANCOCK, ANDREW C 8 SHELLEY 264300
HOWE. SAMUEL P 121000
FRECHETTE, NORMAN A 8 CECILE M 13800
HANLON, JOAN L 78300
HOWE. SIDNEY 33500
FREEDBERG, IRWIN M 8 IRENE L 45000 HANLON, JOHN D 8 JOAN L 32200
HOWE, SIDNEY ET AL 154200
FREEDBERG, IRWIN M OR 110700 HANNAFORD, THOMAS HERBERT JR 648500
HOWE, SYDNEY 8 OLIVIA B 747000
FREEDBERG. MILTON S 8 CARL H 43300
HANSEN, ALFRED H 8 KATHLEEN G 138600
HUBLEY, DAVID 8 DAWN 108900
FRENCH TRUST 30900
HANSEN. EARL 147500
HUCKINS, CALVIN JR 168600
FRENCH, PETER 278600
HANSON, ROBERT W JR 203100
HUCKINS, DOROTHY E 501300
FULLR. FREDERICK J 8 SHARON J 443500
HARING-SMITH, ROBERT H 187200
HUCKINS, LEE R 700
FURMANICK, PETER J JR 56100
HARLOW. BRENT 42300
HUCKINS. MAURICE 18000
GADD, THOMAS B 331300
HARLOW, PATRICIA 336000
HUCKINS, MILTON W 8 CALVIN H JR 12200
GAFFNEY, THOMAS B 11400
HARMONY, RAYMOND F 98900
HUCKINS, MILTON W 8 CALVIN H JR 150000
GAFFNEY. THOMAS B 23200
HARMONY. RAYMOND F 214900
HUCKINS. MILTON W 800
GAGE, ROGER S 120600
HAROBED REALTY TRUST 70000
HUCKINS, MILTON W 1200
GAGNE, RICHARD J 8 BARBARA 86900 HARRIS. H RUSSELL 297800
HUCKINS, MILTON W 8 CALVIN H JR 36600
GAGNON, A ROUND 109400 HARRIS. HENRY 41200 HUCKINS. MILTON 8 CALVIN 115500
GALL, FRED 6300 HARRIS. HENRY 60600 HULSLANDER. G IRENE ET AL
61300
GAMMONS. PHILIP E III 98900 HARRIS, HENRY 2002500 HULSLANDER, G IRENE ET AL
52800
GAMMONS. THOMAS E 121000 HARRIS, HENRY U 8 MARY J 124500 HULSLANDER, RALPH J III 8 MARILYN 88000
GARLAND. NANCY J 263000 HARRISON, STEVEN 251100 HUMPHREY, GEO T 8 DENISE 92200
GARTHE, HENRY 2000 HART, JANE S 458400 HUNKINS, CARL W 8 JOANNE H 53000
GATELY, JOHN F 148500 HART.KATHERINE 168800 HUNKINS, MILTON 3400
GEHLING, ELIZABETH K 137500 HARVEY, GEORGE W 8 JANET B 70200 HUNNEWELL, RICHARD W 8 ANNE W 131300
GELDART, PETER & COLE, BEVERLY 88100 HASELT1NE. EDWARD J 236800 HUNNEWELL, WILLIAM H 56400
GEORGE. SUSAN A 178000 HASKELL, PHILIP C 117500 HUNT. LEONARD 8 SHIRLEY M 105700
GIBSON, CYRUS F 8 JOANNE F 545700 HASKELL. ROBERT E 8 MARY C 240200 HUNT, LEONARD 8 SHIRLEY M 16200
GILBERTSON, PRISCILLA A 40000 HASKELL, ROBERT E 8 MARY C 5000 HUNT, REV MARSHALL 41800
GILBERTSON, PRISCILLA A 338600 HATCH, DEBORAH SMITH 259800 HUNTER. WILLIAM S JR 8 JOAN E 10000
GILL, MARY JOAN 110400 HAVLOCK. RICHARD 8 BETH 17000 HUNTOON, JANE E 216700
GLEN OAKES ASSOC 88500 HAVRE, PIERRE 8 JAN H 267600 HURD. DOUGLAS P 8 PATRICIA H 24500
GLIDDEN. JOHN E 8 MARJORIE E 320C00 HAVRE, PIERRE 8 JAN H 611700 HURD. MRS HELEN PORTER 644500
GLIDDEN, JOHN L 8 YVONNE M 322800 HAWKINS, CLIFTON 116700 HUSS, STEVEN L 8 KATHLEEN A 118600
GLIDDEN, JOHN L 23400 HAWKINS, EDWARD 55700 HUTCHINS, HARRY R 8 SHIRLEY F 44900
GLIDDEN, JOHN L 8 YVONNE M 7000 HAWKINS, KENNETH 8 THELMA 383400 HYDE. HAROLD E 8 MARY R 173600
GLIDOEN. PAULINE E 91600 HAWKINS, KENNETH R JR 8 JOYCE 100400 HYDE. LOUISE L 253700
GOADE, MARY G 23900 HAWLEY, FRANK 8 ALETHEA 682100 HYLAND, MICHAEL A 8 LUCY L 473400
GOODMUNDSON, GARY C 8 JANIS E 49500 HAYES, JANICE E 109300 HYLAND. MICHAEL A 8 LUCY L 80000
GOOORIDGE, DONALD 8 MARILYN A 171700 HEATH, ELIZABETH A 63300 INGALLS. JOHN S 413300
GOODWIN, CLAUDIA 93700 HEATH, HARRY L 8 LAURA M 17300 IRELAND, CLIFFORD E 8 HARRIET 28100
GORDON, MARJORIE A 147800 HEATH, HARRY L 8 LAURA M 137400 IRELAND, ROY B 8 ANNE L 194600
GORDON, RICHARD L ESTATE 12700 HEATH. LESTER A 127700 IRELAND, ROY B 8 ANNE L 20600
GORDON, RICHARD L ESTATE 20000 HENDEL, PETER J & MARGARET 149100 IRION, ALYSSE 398700
GORMAN, JOHN A 8 ELAINE M 26400 HENDERSON, MRS HAROLD L 14700 JACKSON, STANLEY 35300
GOSS, ALICE G 119800 HENDERSON, RUTH W 393200 JACKSON, STANLEY 43000
GOSS, ALICE G 25000 HENDRICK, ROBT 8 BARBARA 524500 JENKINS, EARL S 8 MARGARET E 12000
GOSS, RUSSELL P JR 8 PATRICIA 831900 HERBERT. DARLENE M 11600 JENKINS, EARLE S JR 8 JULIE 228400
GOULD, LILLI BELLE 531100 HEUVELINE. ANDRE E 8 COLLETTE L 65900 JENSEN, WILLIAM J 8 JOAN B 107800
GRABIEC, JOHN F 64700 HEUVELINE, ANDRE F 8 COLETTE L 212100 J1RK0VSKY, CHARLES W 8 SUSAN M 25800
GRADY, NANCY W 234000 HEUVELINE. ANDRE F 8 COLETTE L 37600 JIRKOVSKY, CHARLES 75200
GRADY, NANCY W ET AL 215000 HEUVELINE. ANDRE F 8 COLETTE L 54800 JOHANSEN, EOWARD T 47900
GRADY. WILLIAM E & JUDITH C 223200 HEUVELINE. PATRICK F & DEBRA 131600 JOHN, SALLY J 676900
GRATON. ARNOLD JR 22200 HEWITT, CHARLES W 82700 JOHNSON. ALICE E 125000
GRATON, ARNOLD M 8 ELIZABETH A 150900 HEYES, ANTHONY 1400 JOHNSON, ALICE E 235800
GRATON. DORIS I 10800
HIAM, PETER 8 HELEN 2674900 JOHNSON. WAYNE L 8 DIANE J
28000
GRATON, MILTON S 22000 HILL, A WALTER 8 DONNA K 370000 JOHNSON, WILFRED
101700
GRATON, MILTON S 8 DORIS 4500 HILL, ALAN W 8 NANCY JEAN 206200 JONES, FRANCIS A JR
286400
GRATON, MILTON S 11700 HILL, ALAN W 8 NANCY JEAN 26600 JURGEL, RAYMOND 8 DOROTHY
197600
GRATON, STANLEY 8 JANICE 95000 HILL, ROWENA E 252300
KAMPF, MARY W ET AUX 562200
GRATON. STANLEY & JANICE 12600 HILLIKER, EUGENE 8 MARY D 148900
KAMPF, MARY W ET AUX 100400
GRATON, STANLEY E II 98400 HINKSON. JANE 91800
KAPLAN, SARA 587800
GRAZIANO, ANTHONY 22800 HIXON. PETER 8 PRISCILLA 186100 KARP,
ROBERT N 574600
GRAZIANO, ANTHONY 16600 HODGE, DEAN P 335400 KEATING. GEOFFREY
T 8 KAREN 407800
GRAZIANO, ANTHONY 20600 HODGE. DEAN P 7600 KEEFER, BETH JANE
52700
GRAZIANO, ANTHONY 114700 HODGES. ALISOUN A 135000 KEEPER, BETTY JANE
65700
GREASON. STEPHEN B 8 ELIZABETH 313100 HODGES, JULIA E 92700 KEEFER. BETH JANE
379600
GREENE. CARROLL C 8 ROWENA 10500 HOEFS. EDWARD R 8 DEBORAH 20400 KEEFER,
JEFFREY S 8 PATRICIA A 121400
GREENE, JAMES 8 ELLEN 229900 HOERR, BARBARA 116000 KEELER,
BEVERLY R 152200
GREENE, STEVEN A 8 JANE A 124900 HOGAN, JAMES J 8 ROBIN 164300 KEIPER,
PHILIP E 8 AUGUSTA V 143600
GREENE. STEVEN A 8 JANE A 82400 HOLDER, JOHN P JR 40100 KEISER,
MELVIN 8 ELIZABETH 251500
GREENLEAF, WALTER L ESTATE 94200 HOLDERNESS GLEN ASSOC 310500 KEHH,
ROWLAND D.H. 362700
GREENLEAF, WALTER L ESTATE 45100 HOLDERNESS GLEN ASSOC 44000 KEITH,
ROWLAND D.H. 127900
GREENLEAF, WALTER L ESTATE 89700 HOLDERNESS SCHOOL 33700 KEITH.
ROWLAND D.H. 128100
KEITH, ROWLAND O.H. 128800
KEITH, ROWLAND D.H. 643500
KEITH, ROWLAND D.H. 756700
KEITH, ROWLAND D.H. 56600
KEITH. ROWLAND D H 24000
KEIVER. PATRICIA A T/IN/COMM 587500
KELLEY, THOMAS G 4 DAVID & WILLIAM 157000
KELLOGG, DAVID W ET AL 240800
KELLY, GERALD 4 CELESTE 27200
KELLY, GERALD 4 CELESTE 140200
KELLY, JOHN J 4 ANNA G 260100
KEMMERER. JAMES G & MARITA H 172000
KEMMERER, JAMES G 4 MARITA H 37000
KEMP, SUSAN 80700
KENOALL, DOUGUS R 104600
KENISTON, DAVIS B IV 4 JOHN 508600
KENNEDY, JOAN 130200
KENNESON. OEAN R 4 TERRI M 53300
KENNEY, JAMES W 4 DONNA 104100
KENNY, WILBERT M 175900
KENT, DAVID L 109000
KENT, GORDON E 108900
KEOWN, WILBERT A 4 JANICE B 176300
KETCHUM, CONSTANCE A 180600
KEYES, ROBERT W 11600
KEYES, ROBERT W 315700
KHOURY, RICHARD 52000
KIBBY, 1600
KICHEN, JOHN TRUSTEE 276900
KIMBALL, ARTHUR W 318000
KING, LOUESA TRUST 144800
KING, SCOTT P 4 ELLEN L 128200
KINGSBURY, LORRAINE B 704900
KNAPP, RUTH L 47500
KNOX, KENNETH R 4 MARCELLA W 458400
KONING, WILLIAM 73600
KONRAD, GEORGE 4 GERTRUDE 151500
KOZLOWSKI, WILLIAM 4 SHELIA 1900
KREIMAN. NAUM 4 GERTRUDE 132300





















KUHN, LOUIS ESTATE 470000
KUHN, NANCY H 511200
LABONTE. PHILIP 4 HEATHER 339800
LADO. MRS ROBERT 8300
LAFRENIERE, SUSAN 104300
LAFRENIERE, SUSAN 45800
LAHEY. LUCY C 87100
LAKE VIEW PROPERTIES 30400
LAKES REGION CONSERVATION TRUST 3300
LAMBERT, CHARLES H 4 DIANA S 234900
LAMBERT, ELIZABETH F 58000
LAMSON, DAVID 486000
LAMSON, DAVID 60500
LANDERS. G ALFRED 4 RUTH 16500
LANIER, JEAN B 453900
LANIER. JEAN B 1209500
LANIER, SIDNEY 233800
LANIER, SIDNEY 4 JEAN B 224000
LAPLANT, ROGER 4 IRENE 215000
LATULIPPE. MICHAEL 22000
LAVALLEE, RUSSELL 4 CAROLYN 96100
LAVERACK, SAMUEL L 4 BARBARA T 151500
LAZARUS. FRANZ 4 PAULA 122700
LEBRUN. MICHELE M 26600
LEBRUN, MICHELE M 29100
LEE. WILLIAM E 564400
LEINBACH, KENNETH A 381100
LENENTINE, HALSTONE JR 4 JANET M 32000
LENENTINE, HALSTONE D 208000
LENENTINE, JANET M 30600
LENENTINE, JEAN M 626900
LEONARD, BRUCE A 136400
LESLIE, MARY L 99100
LESNESKI, ALBERT C 4 CAROL M 380400
LESSARD, EDGAR W 4 CLAIRE 165100
LEVIN. GEORGE E 4 ANNE M 384600
LEVOY, DORIS E 558200
LINDSAY, KAREN A 158000
LIVENS, JOHN H 969000
LIVENS, MARY ANN H 889900
LIVENS, MARY ANN 604500
LIVERMORE FALLS CORP
LIVERMORE MOBILE HOME VILLAGE
LIVERMORE MOBILE HOME VILLAGE
LOCKE, ELSIE M
LOEHWING, KENNETH R 4 GLORIA E
LOGAN, AMANDA
LORD, RUSSELL H JR
LORING. ALLEN R JR
LOSEFSKY, GEORGE E
LOUGEE, GEORGE S 4 CHERYL A
LOUGEE. GEORGE S 4 CHERYL A
LOVETT. CAMBELL S.C.
LOVETT, RICHARD 4 JEAN M
LOVETT, RICHARD 4 JEAN M
LOVETT, RICHARD P
LOVETT, SIDNEY 4 JOAN C
LOVETT, SIDNEY 4 JOAN C
LOVETT, SIDNEY ET AL
LOWELL, JOHN D
LOZIER, BRUCE P 4 ANITA M
LUNNY. JOSEPH A 4 DOROTHY E
LUOTO, WILLIAM 4 BARBARA
LURIE, DAVID N











MACKENZIE, JAMES F 4 BARBARA L
MACKENZIE, MILDRED E
MACMILLAN, RICHARD J 4 JOSEPHINE
MACNEIL, RAYMOND M 4 LINDA M
MACOMBER, PAUL 4 ROSE ANN
MAHAN, JOHN D 4 JUDITH A
MAHAN, JOHN D 4 JUDITH A
MALAGOOI, CHARLES
MALONEY. WILLIAM V 4 PHYLLIS A
MANITA, CATHERINE
MANITA. JOHN J 4 LINDA M
MARCH, JOHN M 4 LINDA A
MARCHETTI, OEAN J 4 KATHLEEN
MARDEN, MARK A 4 JACQUELINE
MARDEN, ROBERT E
MARDIN, ELEANOR
MARDIN, RICHARD E 4 EDITH E
MAR01N, RICHARD E 4 EDITH E







MARSHALL, JOHN H JR TRUSTEE
MARSHALL, JOHN H JR TRUSTEE
MARSILIA, JOAN
MARTEL, EMILE 4 MARGARET L
MARTIN, DAVID 4 JOAN
MARTZ. WILLIAM B
MASON, MARTIN K 4 VIRGINIA L
MASTRO, JOSEPH L 4 JUDITH M




MAYBECK, HAROLD 4 MARGIE
MCCAIN. KAY 4 BARBARA J
MCCAIN, RICHARD 4 JOYCE
MCCAIN, RICHARD 4 JOYCE




MCCORMACK, PHILLIP G & LOUISE S
MCCORMACK, RICHARD
MCCORMACK, SUZANNE
MCCRANIE, ALLEN L 4 KETTA V
MCCUIN. CLIFFORD 4 FLORENCE
MCCUIN. CLIFFORD 4 FLORENCE
MCDEVITT, WILLIAM J 4 FAITH M
MCDONALD, NANCY C
MCDONALD, NANCY C
MCDONOUGH, STEVEN J 4 WILLIAM
MCHUGH, JOHN A 4 CAROL A
MCKINNON, DONALD G 4 ENCARNACION
MCLEOD. JOHN 4 RUTH
MCLOUD. MERLOND E 4 MARTHA
MCMAHON, KERRY PATRICK
MCWILLIAMS. RICHARD
MEAKIN. CONSTANCE 4 FAITH 4 JOHN
MEANEY. ROBERT M
MEDEIROS. JESSE 4 RITA
MELANSON, GALE
MELANSON, ROBERT R 4 MARJORY D
MELANSON, ROBERT R 4 MARJORY D
40200 MELANSON, ROY E 89700 O'NEILL. WILLIAM P 4 ELIZABETH A 162800
320800 MELANSON, ROY E 81800 OAKES, STEPHEN R 26200
28500 MELANSON, STEVEN E 4 KATHRYN 108600 OLEN, KATHERINE C 852200
84700 MELENOY, DALLAS 149800 OLSON, BRUCE 4 KATHY 1200
103800 MELTZNER, CAROLYN D 4 SCOTT I 343500 OTTONE, STEPHEN 4 KATHY 228200
18800 MERCURIO. JOSEPH A JR 4 JOSEPH SR 6800 OUSTECKY, LINDA 18400
102600 MERRIFIELD, CHARLES R JR 4 DIANE T 367000 OWENS, OAVID A 31600
116000 MERRILL. ALLEN 4 FLORENCE 49700 OWENS, HENRY E 377800
17000 MERRILL, JAMES B 49900 OWENS, HENRY E 31600
96400 MERRILL. JOHN A 116400 OWENS, HENRY E 168700
46900 MERYMAN. JAMES 87200 PACE, RAYMOND M 4 MELISSA 47200
95300 MESSIER. RICHARD P 114000 PALMER. DONALD S 4 PATRICIA M 170000
167900 METCALF. JOANNA M D 13400 PALMIERI. AGOSTINO A 4 MARION 103800
332300 MEYFARTH. GEORGE H 4 NATHALIE S 182100 PALMIERI, AGOSTINO A 4 MARION 563800
98300 MICLON, GERTRUDE 457500 PARKER, HOWARD G 4 MARGARET 91000
73300 MILLER. BRANDON 20100 PARKER, HOWARD G 4 MARGARET 50000
105200 MILLER, BRANDON 4 HENRIETTA 78500 PAUL, JOHN H 4 JO-ANN 69600
214000 MILLER, DURWARD J JR 135600 PAVELKA, TOM 4 JOANN 2000
126900 MILLER. GERALD 4 LORRAINE 68400 PAYES, DONALD 4 ELIZABETH 64600
131900 MILLER. HELEN C 225000 PECK, R PHILLIP JR 4 ROBIN 135600
36300 MILLER. RICHARD 64100 PELHAM NORTH 883100
55500 MILLER, THOMAS H 4 LINDA L 557200 PELLETIER, GERARD R 4 JUDITH J 64900
236200 MILLER, WAYNE 4 ALEX 4 HELEN 99000 PELLET IER, MARTIN D 4 TRUDY L 83400
44100 MILLER. WAYNE A 65700 PEMIGEWASSET BROADCASTERS INC 42000
9800 MILLS, SUZANNE 58700 PEM1GEWASSET FISH 4 GAME CLUB 304400
63000 MJX CORP 58900 PEOPLES, NORMAN W 4 SUZANNE 134800
752500 MONES, EUGENE 4 NANCY L 56500 PEOPLES, NORMAN W JR 476600
142200 MONTGOMERY, KATHLEEN C 66600 PERKINS. DEAN JR 4 JEANNE F 92900
106800 MONTI, ELIZABETH 4 G 860900
PERKINS. LLOYD 195400
49500 MONTOUR, PAUL A 344100 PERKINS. WARREN J 1500
431900 MONTOUR, SUZANNE L 21000 PERRY, M WHITNEY 4 ANN F 101600
24700 MOREN. RUSSELL R 20000 PERRY, MRS WILLIAM G JR 249100
18500 MOREN, RUSSELL R 148000 PERRY, WILLIAM G JR (MRS) 78200
12300 MORGRIDGE FAMILY TRUST 1755600 PETERSON, RICHARD W 4 BARBARA A 47200
362800 MORIN, JOSEPH 34700 PETTENGILL. JOHN E 4 NANCY E 71000
12' '00 MORIN, ROGER C 132900 PETTENGILL, MILDRED M 327800
3B 300 MORRELL, KENNETH R 14200 PHIPPEN, WILLIAM G 4 DORIS 50500
h/000 MORRILL, WILLIAM D 4 MARY E 14300 PICKEL. FREDERICK JR 4 SANDRA S 123300
1400 MORRILL, WILLIAM D 4 MARY E 29200 PIKE, NORMA E 17700
29900 MORRILL, WILLIAM D 4 MARY E 118600 PILOTE. FRANK 4 LOIS M 207000
121400 MORRISON, ELMER M 4 KATHRYN L 24900 PINEHURST ASSOCIATION 47600
1400 MORRISON, ELMER M 4 KATHYRN 170000 PINTO, JOSEPH H 4 JEANNE M 92500
194700 MORRISON, JOHN C 4 MARY JANE 370900 PIPER. JULIA ESTATE 133100
9500 MORRISON, ROBERT H 4 JANET W 548800 PIPER. RICHARD P JR 53600
112300 MORSS, SHERMAN 4 ELIZABETH H 40400 PIRET. MARGUERITE A 285100
22200 MOSES. SARA W 140100
PLAISTED. MILDRED 40400
7700 MOULTON. WILLIAM 37800
PUNT. DAVID A 4 PEGGY 66600
239800 MOULTON. WILLIAM 28200
PUNT, DAVID A 4 PEGGY 84000
10500 MOUTAINEERS REALTY TRUST 126000
PUNT. MILDRED 46900
112100 MURDOCK. FRANCIS L 4 MARY R 95500
PUNTAMURA, MRS MARION 170800
64200 MURGATROY, MABEL 78400
PUSSE, EMILE C 4 LILLIAN E 194500
157900 MURPHY, DONALD 4 SUSAN 255300
POITRAS, SANDRA L 667400
22800 MURPHY, GEORGE R 4 PATRICIA 86700
POLINO. JAMES 4 ELIZABETH 100900
211600 MURPHY, JEAN D 455900
POMEROY, JEANNE G 129700
233100 MURPHY, JOHN M 4 VIRGINIA G 25500
PORRAZZO, LOUIS 237000
193800 MURPHY, JOHN M 4 VIRGINIA 6400
POSTLEWAITE. MARY E 206000
58100 MURPHY, LOIS B 111500
POTTER, GORDON 4 HELEN 69800
208800 MURPHY, SUSAN 24400
POTTER, ROBERT A 4 JOAN M 84600
33200 MURPHY, WILLIAM M 66800 POTTER. TERESA 20800
27000 MURRAY, MELVIN F 4 CYNTHIA D 207300 POWDERLY, DANIEL F 258401
103000 MURTH. INC 439500 PRESCOn. DENNIS E 4 CYNTHIA S 2461C0
1300 MUSGROVE, FRANK ESTATE 420900 PRESCOTT. WARREN 2500
109200 MUSGROVE, FRANK ESTATE 40000 PRESTON. AGNES 369' 00
358400 N H ELECTRIC COOP 1489100 PRESTON, PHILLIP 14900
110700 NASH, GREGORY V 4 MARK A 33100 PRESTON, PHILLIP 35900
117300 NASSAR, JOSEPH G 4 ESTHER F 645300 PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH 176300
345200 NASSAR, JOSEPH G 4 ESTHER F 159000 PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH 47100
42000 NEEDHAM, PAUL M JR 59200 PULSIFER, BERTRAM 4 UURA 60100
7000 NEEL, MARY 657500 PULSIFER, BERTRAM 4 LAURA 74200
485100 NEEL, SAMUEL E 15400 PULSIFER, SCOTT 4 ANNE 555700
174100 NEELEY. GENE T JR 4 KATHY M 18000 PULSIFER, SCOTT 50800
168500 NELSON, CARL E 4 BEULAH M 64000 PUSCH, KARL 4 BARBEL H M 136100
59900 NEW ENGLAND FORESTRY FOUNDATION 922600 PUTNAM, JOHN L 355900
614900 NEW ENGLAND FORESTRY FOUNDATION 32000
R C H SQUAM
R. I. C. INC
192800
14500
299900 NEW ENGLAND FORESTRY FOUNDATION 30600
48100 NEWELL, CARLTON R 4 GRACE M 30000 R. I. C. INC 16100
126100 NEWELL, GRACE M 136900 R. I. C. INC 23000
68200 NEWELL, ROBERT L 451000 R. I. C. INC 52500
65900 NEWSOM, JOHN ET AL 126100 RAMSAY, DONNA R 72700
177600 NEWSOM, JOHN R 4 BARBARA 156200 RAMSGATE INTERNATIONAL 507400
33200 NICHOLS. DAVID S 4 JULIE L 71100 RAND, ERMA S 1800
195000 NIELSEN. ERIC 69300 RAND, WATSON A 4 ERMA S 535300
130200 NIELSEN. ERIC 4 BONNIE 189700 RAY, ALEXANDER 261500
112000 NIELSEN, JOHN C TRUSTEE 291300 RAY, ALEXANDER 101400
18400 NIELSEN, JOHN C 316700 RAY, GEORGE T JR 4 DORIS 172100
214500 NIELSEN, KNUD 4 MARY E 169200 RAYMOND, ANTHONY 156900
33400 NIELSEN, KNUO 4 MARY E 166100 RAYMOND. ANTHONY 137600
137000 NIELSEN. KNUD B 81500 RAYMOND, ANTHONY 165900
75800 NIELSEN. VICKIE TRUSTEE 187400 RAYMOND, ANTHONY 160400
852000 NIKANDER. JOHN A 245100 RAYMOND, ANTHONY 239000
381900 NILES, HOWARD 4 EMELINE 46900 RAYMOND, ANTHONY W 4 MARY F 26400
64600 NISTLER, STANLEY S 4 DONNA 90700 READ, BERTRAM 4 CURE T 521700
398500 NIXON, RICHARD 4 BARBARA 2500 REARDON. WILLIAM J 4 RITA 152100
56000 NOYES, JOHANNA STONE 268800 REERA, JAMES M 4 LINDA J 219500
17700 NOYES, JOHANNA S TRUSTEE 656500 REMSON. KENNETH 4 MARIE P 295800
73100 NOYES. JOHN H 4 BARBARA A 374600 RENO, ROBERT 794300
190000 NOYES. ORA 13600 REYNOLDS, RONALD W 46100
18200 O'DONNELL, FRANCIS E 4 CONCETTA M 151500 RHEINHARDT. BARBARA A 189500
75000 O'DONNELL. FRANCIS E 266200 RHEINHARDT, PAUL S 34200
56500 O'DONNELL, MICHAEL H 4 LINDA 74100 RICH. OLIVE F TRUST 667900




RIEHS, MARTIN JR 4 ANN C
RIEHS. MARTIN JR 8 ANN C
RIS, STEVEN A & JEAN B
ROBIE, ADRIAN S LESLIE
ROBIE, ADRIAN J JR & LISA A
ROBIE, EUGENE A S SUSAN L
ROBINSON, ARNOLD 8 GEORGETTE
ROBINSON, GARY S 8 NATALIE S
ROBINSON, MICHAEL
ROBITAILLE, LEO A JR 8 JEAN B
ROCKYWOLD DEEPHAVEN CAMPS INC
ROCKYWOLD DEEPHAVEN CAMPS INC
ROCKYWOLD DEEPHAVEN CAMPS INC
ROCKYWOLD DEEPHAVEN CAMPS INC
ROCKYWOLD DEEPHAVEN CAMPS INC
ROCKYWOLD DEEPHAVEN CAMPS INC
ROCKYWOLD DEEPHAVEN CAMPS INC
ROGERS, EDWARD L S JOYCE A
ROGERS, EDWARD L 8 JOYCE A





ROTELLA, JOSEPH 8 MARY
ROY. ALFRED J 8 MADELINE E
ROY, DEBORAH A
ROY, ROBERT F 8 DEBORAH A
ROYEA, I BRA B
ROYEA, I BRA B & RUTH A
ROYEA. IBRA B I RUTH A
ROYEA. IBRA B ET AL
ROYEA, MICHAEL S HOLLY
ROYEA, RICHARD 8 CANDY L
ROYEA, RICHARD E
ROYEA, ROBERT B & ODILE
RUBIN. DOUGLAS K & ELIZABETH A
RUHM, KENNETH & NANCY
RUHM, KENNETH B 8 NANCY J
RUHM, KENNETH B 8 NANCY J
RUSSELL, ANNE H
RYEA, HAROLD 8 BARBARA T
RYEA, SHERRY L
SAAD, SHARON A




SANOERSON, RICHARD E 8 MARY H
SANDERSON, RICHARD E 8 MARY H
SANDERSON, RICHARD E S MARY H
SANDERSON, RICHARD E 8 MARY H
SANDERSON, RICHARD E 8 MARY H
SANDERSON, RICHARD E 8 MARY H
SANDERSON, RICHARD E 8 MARY H
SANFACON. LEO B 8 PAULINE J
SANTIANO, ROLAND & BARBARA J
SARGENT, ADA A
SARGENT, HARRISON A
SARGENT, ROBERT 8 PAULINE
SARGENT, TALBERT H 8 GERALDINE
SAUNDERS, JACK 8 OLIVIA
SAVA, PATRICIA GRIMES
SAVAGE, WILLIAM M & ELIZABETH
SAVAGEAU, JOHN
SCALA, PHILIP 8 ANTOINETTE
SCHILL, CARL 8 MOE
SCHUTTER, GEORGE M
SCHWANER, WILLIAM E 8 KELLY L
SCHWARTZ, IDA
SCHWARTZ, NORMAN D
SCHWEIZER, EARL 8 KAREN
SCIENCE CENTER OF NH




SEGUIN, BRADLEY E 8 BARBARA
SEVRENS, PALMER E 8 ELIZABETH
SEVRENS, PALMER E 8 ELIZABETH W
SHANAHAN, MICHAEL 8 NANCY
SHANKER, MRS GWEN R
SHARPE, PAUL F 8 GAIL A
SHARPE, PAUL F 8 GAIL A
SHARPS, STEVE J 8 EDWARD A
SHEA, DANIEL
SHEA. LORI-JO
SHELDON, BARBARA F 8 JONATHAN A
SHELTON, WALTER 8 DOLORES
SHIELD. EDWARD H
SHIELD. EDWARD H
SHILDNECK, DONALD P 8 BARBARA S
SHORES FLUME ST REALTY TRUST
SHORT, MAURICE P 8 SUSAN
SHORT. MAURICE P 8 SUSAN F
SHOUP, BETH 6







































































































SIEK, RICHARD A 27000
SIEK, RICHARD A 334900
SIEK, RICHARD A 45900
SIROIS, DAVID A JR 8 ALINE I 67600
SKINNER. LAWRENCE J 173700
SLAGLE, ROBERT E 8 ELEANOR J 148300
SLAGUS, EDWARD G 8 DOROTHY M 192600
SLEEPER, MARIE F 197800
SMITH, BARR 8 JUDITH M 173900
SMITH, CLAYTON 8 JOANNE 2100
SMITH. DARRELL 23100






SMITH, DOUGLAS J 8 SHARON M 183500
SMITH, GEORGE W 8 GAIL C 101100
SMITH, KATHRYN L 88500
SMITH, KENT A 8 BEVERLY L 64600
SMITH. KENT A 8 BEVERLY L 5400
SMITH, KENT L 8 STELLA M 6300
SMITH, MASON 8 PETER C 566600
SMITH, NORMAN JR 8 BEVERLY 113500
SMITH, NORMAN P SR (MRS) 255300
SMITH. NORMAN P SR (MRS) 70700
SMITH, NORMAN P SR (MRS) 129300
SMITH, NORMAN P SR (MRS) 7700
SMITH, NORMAN P SR (MRS) 188100
SMITH, NORMAN P SR (MRS) 14000
SMITH, NORMAN P SR 59400
SMITH, NORMAN SCOTT 120800
SMITH, PAUL D 8 SUZANNE 94700
SMITH, PRESTON (MRS) 606100
SMITH. RANDY S 144400
SMITH, WOODROW 8 GWENDOLYN 208000
SMITH, WOODROW 8 GWENDOLYN 31800
SMITH-GARY. KRICKET 76300
SNOW, ALBERT (REV) 8 JANET A 327900
SNOW, WILLIAM 8 ESTHER 1300
SORELL, DAVID A 24100
SOUTTER, LAMAR 1634300
SPAR REALTY TRUST 195700
SPEAS. ROBIN 69700
SPENCER. JOHN G.S. 8 BEATRICE A 172400
SPENCER, LARRY T 8 ELEANOR 120800
SPENCER, NORMAN F 8 ANITA L 33600
SPERRY, MARIA J 53000
SPRAGUE, ROBERT J 8 ANNE M 76700
SPRAGUE, ROBERT J 8 ANNE M 9300
SQUAM LAKES ASSOCIATION 637800
SQUAM LAKES ASSOCIATION 1579200
SQUAM LAKESIDE FARM 751200
SQUAM LAKESIDE FARM 201700
SQUAM LAKESIDE MARINA INC 32500
SQUIRES, NEWELL D 8 ALICE H 457300
ST ANDRE, DONALD L SR 8 AMELIA L 117700
ST ANSELMS COLLEGE 571500
ST ANSELMS COLLEGE 69300
ST CYR, BARRY 24600
ST CYR. BARRY L 132400
ST CYR, CLAUVIS E 88000
ST CYR. TIMOTHY 97000
STANLEY, EDWARD 101500
STAPLES, OLIVE W TRUST 437200
STARK, ARCHIBALD 8 ELEANOR 312900
STARK, ARCHIBALD 8 ELEANOR 130200
STEPP, ROBERT M 8 ELEANOR F 393500
STEPP, THOMAS J 8 SUSAN J 189700
STERRY, RICHARD E 8 MARY ANN 124700
STEVENS, CAROLINE R 82800
STEVENSON, EDWARD 8 MARIE 151700
STILLINGS, FRANKLIN W 98000
STILLINGS. MICHAEL 32100
STONE, PHILIP WILKINS 311100
STRAND, CARL G. C 8 ARLENE M 18000
STRAND. CARL G. C 8 ARLENE M 30200
STRAND, CARL G. C 8 ARLENE M 31500
STRAND, CARL G.C 8 ARLENE M 20000
STRAND, CARL G.C 8 ARLENE M 20000
SULLIVAN, WILLIAM E 8 JOYCE C 515100
SVEC, VICTOR 8 LISA J 22800
SWANSON, JAMES C 818900
SWEEDLER, STEVEN 8 TONI 99900
SWINDELL, JEAN E 470700
SWINDELL, JEAN E 282300
SZABADICS, STEVEN E 8 MARYANN 113800
T B C REALTY 84800
T B C REALTY 39300
T B C REALTY TRUST INC 377900
TADGELL, ROBERT E 8 HELEN B 42800
TAMULEVICH, THOMAS W 8 JANET A 549000
TANNER, CHARLES H 8 ESTELLE 258600
TATEM, CAMILLA D JONES 226600
TAYLOR REAL ESTATE TRUST 2401200
TAYLOR, BENJAMIN B 8 KATHERINE S 378300
TAYLOR, DANIEL S 8 DEBORAH S 133800
TAYLOR, HAROLD 79300
TAYLOR, HAROLD (DR) 150700
TAYLOR, MALCOLM "TINK" 20000
TAYLOR, MALCOLM "TINK" 276600
TAYLOR, RUTH E 42600
TAYLOR. RUTH E 30700
TAYLOR. RUTH E 186600
TAYLOR. WAYNE D 8 MARY 120100
TBC REALTY HOLDERNESS III 101600
TEEM, SUSAN W 401800
THIBODEAU, RIHCARD E 8 JANE 54500
THILEEN, RALPH H ET AUX 191700
THOMPSON, BERTHA 85200
THOMPSON, LEWIS W 86700
THOMPSON, LLOYO 54900
THOMPSON, LYLE 8 DORIS A 102900
THOMPSON, LYLE M 8 DORIS A 82400
THOMPSON, LYLE M 8 DORIS A 193900
THOMPSON, LYLE M 8 DORIS A 27800
THOMPSON, LYLE M JR 179100
THOMPSON, THELMA L 92200
THOMSON, THELMA L 11416800
THURSTON, DIANA W 19800
TIRONE, WILLIAM J 213500
TOBYNE, ROBERT 8 HEATHER 64500
TODD, DONALD P 8 PRISCILLA M 108000
TODD. DONALD P 8 PRISCILLA M 89000
TOUGAS, GERALD E 8 JEAN I 29200
TOUGAS, GERALD E 8 JEAN I 27700
TOWER, ROSS H 8 ALICE M 63400
TRAKAT. WILLIAM 8 SANDRA N 65100
TREMBLAY. PAUL A 8 DIANE C 200000
TREMBLAY. PAUL A 8 DIANE C 228500
TREWITT, BRUCE 8 MARLENE 15100
TRIPLETT, WILLIAM H 292200
TRUMBLEY, WILLIAM E 33100
TUCKER, MYRA 20600
TUVESON. ROBERT A 8 JOANNA 137300
TWITCHELL, ROBERT J 8 JANICE D 147400
TWOMBLEY, GRAY H (DR) 83000
TYRELL, HARRY E 8 CONSTANCE J 173900
TYRELL, HARRY E 8 CONSTANCE J 16800
TYRRELL, HARRY E 29300
TYRRELL, ORVELL C 8 LULLIAN E 65900
UHLER, ROGER 8 MIRIAM 8 BRIAN 181700
UNITED LEASING CORP 178300
UPWIND CORP 612000
VAILLANT, ALPHONSE P 8 RUTH 3200
VAKAVONIS, RICHARD J 8 LINDA J 38000
VALENTINE. ELIZABETH H 709700
VALENTINE. ELIZABETH H 128000
VALPEY, ROBERT W 8 ALICE K 68000
VALPEY, ROBERT W 8 ALICE K 371300
VALPEY, ROBERT W 8 ALICE K 8500
VAN HAGEN, CHARLES S 8 MADELINE 99700
VAN INGEN, EVELYN H 110400
VAN RIPER, LLOYD 8 LORRAINE 1700
VAN SICKLE, ALDEN L 8 BARBARA S 550600
VAN VLIET, R 8 ELIZABETH K 130800
VANDETTE, JOSEPH M 6200
VANDETTE, JOSEPH M 87000
VEASEY, WILLIAM 8 BETTY J 97300
VICINUS. CHARLES H 8 JOAN H 15600
VICINUS, CHARLES H 209600
VITTUM. CARROLL 3600
VOKES, C RICHARD 18100
VOORHIS, GRANDON E JR 39800
VORNBERGER. KARL F 8 MARGARET G 181200
W 8 H REALTY 129300
WAKS, MARK S 8 KATHLEEN C 42300
WALCOTT. PETER W 8 GAIL M 100300
WALCOTT, PETER W 8 GAIL M 333300
WALDRON, EUGENE M 161200
WALKER, WILLIAM CRAIG 18600
WALLNER, NICHOLAS 8 CALHOUN 22000
WALSH, JOANNE 40700
WALSH, SYLVIA 16000
WALSH, THOMAS B 390600
WALSH, WILLIAM 8 GERT 2500
WARBURTON, EDWARD J 8 JOYCE M 140400
WARD. ALICE E ESTATE OF 375400
WAREHOUSE TRUST 389300
WARNER ENTERPRISES. INC 301800
WARNER, DAVID R 8 SUSAN K 92700
WATSON, LILLIAN 107800
WATTS. MRS MARION 436700
WEBB, WILLIAM B 370500
WEBB, WILLIAM B 44600
WEBSTER LAND CORP 26840
WEBSTER LAND CORP 65000
WEBSTER LAND CORP 50000
WEBSTER LAND CORP 57000
WEBSTER LAND CORP 102000
WEBSTER LAND CORP 69100
WEBSTER LAND CORP 86800
WEBSTER LAND CORP 659300
WEBSTER LAND CORP 1090200
WEBSTER LAND CORP 116300
WEBSTER LAND CORP 47300
WEBSTER UNO CORP 746700
WEBSTER LANO CORP 1996700
WEBSTER LANO CORP 2123200
WEBSTER LANO CORP 1000
WEBSTER LAND CORP 616800
WEBSTER, FRANK G 33300
WEBSTER. FRANK G 8 HIAM, EDWIN 56400
WEBSTER, FRANK G TRUST 50100
WEBSTER, LAURENCE J ET AUX 508300
WEBSTER, LAURENCE J ET AUX 341000
WEBSTER, PETER 1805200
WEBSTER. PETER 8 ANDREW 1616100
WEBSTER. PETER T 109100
WEBSTER. SALLY H 167600
WE I GEL. DONALD F 20200
WEISS. JERALD A 8 BEVERLY J 74700
WEISSMAN, ROBERT J 1195100
WELCH, FREDERICK JR 8 MARGARET 14900
WENDELBOE, MATTHEW 8 FRANCINE 12200
WENDELBOE, MATTHEW 8 FRANCINE 8800
WENDELBOE, MATTHEW 8 FRANCINE 110300
WENDELBOE, MATTHEW 8 FRANCINE 15300
WENTZELL, EDWARD 8 EUNICE 18900
WENTZELL, EDWARD 8 EUNICE 96300
WENTZELL, WILLIAM P 8 MAUREEN E 200000
WERNER, ERIC S 8 KAREN S 461200
WERNER, ERIC S 8 DAGA 160500
WESCOTT, MERLE 8 GERTRUDE E 51300
WESCOTT, RALPH 8 ANA M 4200
'
WESCOTT, RALPH 8 ANA M 4100
WESCOTT, RALPH 8 ANA M 3500
WESCOTT, RALPH H 8 ANA M 95100
WEST, MRS EUGENIA L 8 GEORGE S 841800
WEST, RICHARD - AGENT 52800
WEST, RICHARD - AGENT 936900
WEST, RICHARD S 172800
WEST, RICHARD S 36700
WEST. RICHARD S 446800
WEST, RUTH S 69200
WEST, RUTH S 43300
WEST, RUTH S 26100
WEST, RUTH S 26000
WESTBERG, FRANK E JR 130400
WESTBERG, INGRID 429600
WEYMOUTH, RICHARD 8 KATHERINE L 28000
WEYMOUTH, RICHARD 8 KATHERINE L 90700
WEYMOUTH, RICHARD 8 KATHERINE L 28500
WHITE MT INTERIORS INC 174100
WHITE, CHARMAIN 6900
WHITE, JOHN JR 162400
WHITEHEAD, JANE W 432800
WHITEHEAD, JANE W 25000
WHITING LEDGES TRUST 487500
WHITING, ANNE W 21000
WHITMAN, PAUL E 8 JANICE A 139800
WHITTEMORE, EDWARD R 8 KATHLEEN S 260600
WHITTEMORE, HELEN 8 CYNTHIA L 67000
WICKSMAN, ROBERT S 20400
WICKSMAN, ROBERT S 8 DOROTHY M 185500
WIECKING, KATHRYN 534600
WIGGETT, DONALD 8 MARY 87200
WIGGETT. DONALD 8 MARY 41500
WIGGETT, MRS CHRISTINE 8100
WILBURN, RICHARD A 73100
WILKIE, DALE F 8 MAUREEN 32000
WILLAMS, CHRISTOPHER 8 HIBBARD E S 128000
WILLAMS, CHRISTOPHER 8 HIBBARD E S 681500
WILLIAMS, DAVID J 8 JANET M 182400
WILLIAMS, DAVID J 20800
WILLIAMS, HARRY E 8 LINDA L 207500
WILLOUGHBY, HOLLIS 8 ALBERTA 204800
WILLOUGHBY, HOLLIS 8 ALBERTA 77600
WILLOUGHBY, HOLLIS 8 ALBERTA 94400
WILLOUGHBY, HOLLIS 8 ALBERTA 120300
WILTSE, MELVIN 8 GAIL P 97200
WINDWOOD CORP 732400
WINTON, CLARENCE T 8 MARGARET R 110600
WOLF. ELEANOR S 102900
WOLFF, DOUGLAS 8 8 CARLEE J 116400
WOLFSON, PAUL B 8 WENDY S 184200
WOOD. BEVERLY A 309300
WOOD, BEVERLY A 494000
WOOD, VIOLET 29600
WOODBURY, E DAVIS 8 CORINNE 145800
WOODBURY, E DAVIS JR 127100
WOODSUM, STEPHEN G 961700
WOODWARD, BRINTON W 186400
WOODWARD, DOUGLAS 8 BEVERLY 7700
YANKOVICH, DONALD 205500
YOPP, MICHAEL H 8 DONNA M 33600
YOUNG, ELIZABETH E 8200
YOUNG, ELVIRA ET AL 582200
YOUNG. ROBERT M 255900
YOUNGMAN, BERGESS 83400
YOUNGMAN, GAYLE 261000
ZAHKA, ALAN C 8 LINDA T 86700
ZAPORA. DORIS E 184100
ZAPORA, ROBERT F 8 DORIS E 263800
ZIMMER, ANTHONY L 8 LINDA M 31300
ZIMMER, FRANK 8 LESLIE 58800
ZIMMER, LARRY 8 DONNA 50000
ZIMMER, PHILIP 8 DOROTHEA 76500
ZIMMER, WILLIAM 8 ROSE 102400
ZIMMER, WILLIAM 8 ROSE 52500
ZIMMER, WILLIAM 8 ROSE 28300
Total assessed valuation is 334,040,540
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